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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Presiding Officer: 
Recording Secretary: 
Sidney Nesselroad 
Susan Tirotta 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m. 
ROlLCAlL 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING- October 12, 1994 
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Nelson, Olivero and Schactler. 
Visitors: Wesley Van Tassel, Phil Backlund, Tim Hupperten, Laura Appleton, Nancy Howard, Jim Eubanks, Agnes 
Canedo, Bob Wieking, Linda Ruffer, Barbara Radke, Anne Denman, Connie Roberts and Jim Pappas. 
CHANGES '.1'0 AGENDA 
None 
APPROV J\L OF MINU'I'ES 
"MO'riON NO. 2971 Ken Gamon moved and Bobby Cummings seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the May 18, 
1994, and June 1, 1994, Faculty Senate meetings as distributed. Motion passed. 
COMMUNICAllONS 
None 
REPORTS 
1. CHAIR 
•MQ'llON NO. 7!n2 Eric Roth moved and Ken Gamon seconded a motion to approve the 1994-95 Faculty Senate 
operating procedures, as follows. Motion passed. 
1994-95 FACULTY SENATE OPBRATING PROCEDURES 
1. Robert's Rules of Order wiiJ be the accepted authority for procedural operations. 
2. Committee rcpo_rts will be automatically accepted. lf there is an action item that a committee desires on any report, 
it Is to be sepantely stated as a motion and the motion will then come before the Senate for discussion and debate. 
The committee will be asked to submit a report and written copies of any motion or action that it would like to have 
taken. 
3. Committee reports and motions shall be submitted to the Faculty Senate office by noon on the Wednesday preceding 
the Senate mceling in which action is expected. This policy allows for the timely mailing of the meeting's ng~nda . 
As a general rule, substantive committee motions that do not accompany the agenda will not be discussed and voted 
on until a subsequent meeting. An extended agenda will be sent to all Senators, who shall give it to their Alternate 
if they arc unable to attend the meeting. 
4. Concerning discussion rules, the Senate will use the procedure of seeking recognition from the Chair if it wants to 
debate an Issue. Discussion on arguments for and against the issue will be alternated. A visitor will be given 
recognition if the noOJ: is yielded to him by a Senator. If no Senator desires to speak and a visitor would like to make 
a point, the Chair will recognize the person. If a visitor has made a preliminary request to the Senate office for an 
opportunily to speak or if the Chair invites a person to speak, he will be recognized. 
5. No smoking is allowed in the Samuelson Union Building except in designated areas. 
•MO'J10N NO. '1!173 Eric Roth moved and Lisa Weyandt seconded a motion to approve Charles McGehee, Sociology, as 1994-
95 Facu lty Senate Parliamentarian. Motion passed. 
•MQ'llON NO. 2974 Vince Nethery moved and Ken Gamon seconded a motion to approve the updated 1994-95 Faculty Senate 
standing committee membership. Motion passed. 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITI'BE 
Bill Craig, Library 
Andrew Jenkins, Health Education/PH 
Charles McGehee, Sociology 
Jeffrey Snedeker, Music 
Lisa Weyandt, Psychology 
Matthew Chambers, Student 
Continued on next page 
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DUDGHf COMMn.' IliB 
James Bailey, Accounting 
Don Cocheba, Economics 
Ken Gamon, Math 
Wayne Klemin, BEAM 
Thomas Y eh, Libra!)' 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
1. CUI\JR, oonlinued 
CODI! COMMrrnm 
Ethan Bergman, llome Economics 
Beverly Heckart, Hist01y 
Katarin Jurich, Sociology 
David Majsterek, Education 
Owen Pratz, Psychology 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
Linda Beath, Education 
Rex Wirth, Political Science 
James Sahlstrand, Art 
Blaine Wilson, BEAM 
Max Zwanziger, Psychology 
COUNCIL OF FACUI:rY REPRESENI'ATIVES 
Ken Gamon, Math (2 yrs) 
Robert Benton, English\Lynnwood Ctr. (1 yr) 
Scott Lewis, Math (3 yrs) 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING- October 12, 1994 
CURRICULUM COMMrrmn 
(3 Cl.AS, 3 SPS, 3 B&Jl.., 1 I.JB, 1 Student) 
Gary Richardson, Business Administration (3 yrs) 
Wolfgang Franz, Economics (1 yr) 
Clara Baker, Accounting (2 yrs) 
Linda Klug, Anthropology (2 yrs) 
Steve Olson, English (3 yrs) 
Wesley Van Tassel, Theatre Arts (1 yr) 
Gail Wilson, Education (3 yrs) 
Joseph Bonebrake, lET (3 yrs) 
Randall Butler, Aerospace Studies (2 yrs) 
Gerard Hogan, Library (2 yrs) 
Matt Chambers, Student 
PUBUC AFFAIRS COMMITI'EE 
Bobby Cummings, English [CHAIR] 
Scott Lewis, Math (CFR Member 
Ken Gamon, Math (CFR Member) 
Robert Fordan, Communication 
Craig Rademacher, Leisure Services\PE 
Frank Carlson, Faculty Legislative Representative 
•MQ'JJON NO. ]!)75 Ken Gamon moved and Linda Beath seconded a motion to approve Frank Carlson, Education, as the 
1994-95 Faculty Senate Legislative Representative. Motion passed . 
• • • • * 
Chair Nesselroad explained that a new State Ethics Law (Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 6111) was passed during 
the 1994 legislative session and will take effect January 1, 1995. Under ESSB 6111, the laws prescribing ethical standards for stale 
employees and statutory definitions pertaining to those laws are consolidated into a single chapter which applies to all branches 
of state government except where an individual requirement is expressly excluded. All current prohibitions are retained, 
recodified or otherwise restated and new prohibitions are added. The Chair explained that some portions of this complex law 
may directly affect higher education faculty, specifically those relating to consultancy, acceptance of honoraria, and compensation 
outside the workplace for something that is normally done as part of one's state job. He stated that Central has no internal 
policy addressing the provisions of ESSB 6111 and should cteate such policies in order to define clearly how university employees 
can act and be in keeping with this law. Deans' Council suggested that the Senate Personnel Committee would be the 
appropriate group to undertake such a task, but the Personnel Committee is already considering a number of other very time-
consuming charges. 
•MO'I10N NO. 2'-J76 Ken Gamon moved and Eric Roth seconded a motion to appoint an Ad Hoc Committee on State I \thics 
Law (ESSB 6111). Motion passed. 
Chair Nesselroad reported that the following faculty members have agreed to serve on the Ad Hoc Committee on State Ethics 
Law (ESSB 6111): Linda Beath, Education (CPS, Senate Personnel Committee); Tom Gause, Music (CLAS); Catherine Sands, 
Anthropology (CLAS); Hugh Spall, Business Administration (SBE); Tom Thelen, Biology (CLAS) . 
• • • • • 
-Chair Nesselroad reported that Deans' Council remained active throughout the summer. Several concerns arose regarding 
computing issues, and these will be widely discussed during the upcoming months. 
-The Chair distributed copies of an October 6, 1994, letter to President Nelson from the Senate Executive and Budget 
Committees outlining Central's "facul!y response" to proposed OFM budget cut scenarios. A copy of the lc~ter was sent in the 
official university packet from the Vice President for Business/Financial Affairs' office to OFM. Chair Nesselroad reported that 
the deadline for reply to OFM's July 29, 1994, request for 5% and 10% reduction package scenarios was October 10, 1994, and 
this made it difficult for faculty on nine month contracts to have significant involvement in the "faculty response." 111e Senate 
Executive Committee met on October 6 with the President, Provost, Vice President for Business/Financial Affairs, and Mike 
Digelow (OFM) and Nikki Tasanasanta (OFM) to discuss Central's response to the OFM request. 
-On October 7, the Senate Executive Committee met with Dr. David Gilbert (President, Eastern Oregon State College), 
accreditation evaluator for the fifth-year interim review of the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges (NW ASC). Chair 
Nessel road reported that the Provost is confident that the accreditation review was very positive. 
·2· 
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1. CHAIR. continued 
-Chair Nesselroad advised those Senators who do not yet have EMAIL and/or VOICEMAIL capability to obtain access in order 
to receive information that will be distributed via these routes during the upcoming year. 
-The Chair reminded enators that the Bon.rd of Trustees will hold a reception for the Faculty Senate on October 14 (6:00 p.m., 
Bnrgc I all 409). He sLated that newly elected Board chair Ron Dotzauer has expressed clear interest in strengthening di rect 
communiClltion betwc,cn the Board anc.l Central's faculty, and Chair Nesselroad urged all Senators (or their Alternates) to attend. 
-Chair Nesselroad reported that President Ivory Nelson was out of town and would therefore be unable to deliver a report. 
2. AD HOC COMMilTEE TO REVIEW FACUL1Y EVALUATIONS 
Phil Backlund, Chair of the Ad Hoe Committee to Review Faculty Evaluations (membership: Jan Boyungs, PE; John 
Brang-vin, student; Jim Eubanks, Psychology; Wayne Klcmin, Business Administration; and Charles McGehee, Sociology and 
Chair of the Senate Ac.ademic Affairs Committee) delivered the committee's final report and recommendations: 
REPORT 011 THE AD HOC COMMITI'EE TO REVIEW PACUL:.l"Y BV ALUA110NS 
This report describes the work and findings of rhe Ad Hoc Committee to Review Faculty Evaluations, formed by Dr. Connie 
Roberts in the Winter Quarter of 1994. The original charge given to our committee read as follows: "Review the current student 
evaluations of faculty and draft recommendations for change to include policy, process and procedures, as well as the instrument 
itself." We have completed that review and our t ccommendations arc described below. We have organ ized our report to 
include a brief history of student ratings, central questions about the student ratings process, and lastly, our recommendations. 
Histo:ry of student ra.tings at Central 
Student ratings of faculty have been used at Central since the early part of this century. Deans and other administrators have 
placed high value on student Input in making promotion~ merit, and tenure decisions over the years. However, many faculty have 
been concerned about the process used to gather this information. Indeed, some believe that students have no right to comment 
on the lnstn~ctional practices of a professor. Even for professors wbo sec some validity to the student's point of view, many 
believe the current process to be of questionable reliability and validity. Assuming that student rntin~ will continue to be a 
part of the overall evaluation process here at Central, the question becomes one of developing the best system to provide the 
most useful infom1ation consistent with the "assessment culture" and HBC Board guidelines for faculty development. 
Questions Rcganling Student Ratings Reviewed by the Committee 
I. What Purposes Should Evaluation Serve? 
Student rating of faculty can serve at least four purposes for the University. 
a. In~tructi ona l lmpro.vement. We believe this to be the most important of the four purposes and that 
students can provide useful information to faculty. 
b. Meri t, promotion, and tenure decisions. Administrators (from department chairs on up) need effective 
information to make effective decisions. As our Faculty Code places considerable weight on teaching as 
the primary responsibility of faculty at Central, effective Information about teaching is critical to accurate 
decisions. 
c. Student use. Students need information regarding course content, instructional practices, and difficulty 
level. Student ratings can provide that information. 
d. Administrative purposes. These include, but are not limited to, course assignment decisions, accreditation 
needs, and others. 
We want to emphasize one very important point. Student ratings should never be the sole source of information used to meet 
any of the four pu.rposes. One p.roblem 'vith stude.nt ratings here and in other iustltutions is that the ratings have been asked 
to carry too much of the decision-making load. Other sources of information (self, peers, and administrat•)rs) need to be tapped 
to provide a complete picture of a faculty member's teaching. 
II. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
What kind of information can students provide? 
The research suggests that students can provide useful information in a limited number of areas. Students do have 
a perspective not shared with other potential commentators, but students cannot provide a complete picture of 
instruction. One source the committee reviewed suggested that students are in a unique position to provide 
information that other sources cannot. This includes: 
classroom teaching skills and the structure of the course (materials, exams, papers) work load 
course difficulty level 
professor-class interaction 
professor-individual student interaction 
displayed interest in teaching 
clarity of presentation 
dynamism and enthusiasm of instructor 
own increased knowledge and comprehension 
changed motivation toward the subject 
whether or not tests covered the material of the course. 
.J. 
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2. AD HOC COMMrrlF.li TO RIWIBW FACULTY UVALUATIONS, continued 
Students arc not in a position to rate items such as: 
a. quality of academic content 
b. justification of course content against the eventual needs of the students and society 
c. quality of test construction 
d. validity of grading practices 
e. professionalism toward teaching 
f. out of class teaching related activities. 
These are important distinctions for all purposes related to student ratings of faculty. One of the most frequently stated 
objections to the use of student ratings by faculty is that faculty rightly believe that students cannot comment effectively on 
all aspects of teaching. They are right in raising this objection; however, students can comment usefully on the areas of 
teaching listed above. 
Ill. If students can only provide part of the information, who will provide the other important pieces of information? 
Another source reviewed noted "Each source of information, student, colleague, administrator, and self-
assessment offers important but limited insights. No single source is enm1gh for tenure, promotion, or retention 
decisions. Combing the sources produces a three-dimensional professor, not a cardboard figure." As we have already 
outlined the information that can be provided by students, we tum to the other three sources. 
From faculty peers': an appraisal of the appropriateness of course and instructional objectives, a review of 
teaching materials (assignments, hand-outs, projects, textbooks), mastery and currency of subject matter, research 
activity and professional recognition, participation in the academic community, student relations, and displayed concern 
for teaching, research, service. 
Prom administrators: an appraisal of course load and other responsibilities, course enrollment factors, 
service to the institution and community, long-range evaluation and discernable improvement patterns, marketability 
of the course and department. 
From the professor: a self-appraisal of teaching and other responsibilities, evidence of accomplishments, 
course and instructional objectives, student advising, committee memberships, and seJVice to the institution and 
community. 
Developing a complete picture of an individual professor's teaching is complicated, but very useful. It seems 
to be clear from the research we examined that student ratings should not be the sole source of information used for 
any of the four evaluative purposes listed in number II. 
IV . How is the information to be collected, analyzed, and used? 
Outlining the procedures for gathering and analyzing data from the sources of peers, administrators, and 
the individual professor are beyond the scope of this report. However, these procedures should be developed. 
Regarding student ratings, we develop our specific recommendations in a later section. In answering this question, 
we want to make two points: 
a. Faculty are generally not enthusiastic about student ratings. Research indicates that faculty acceptance of 
student ratings improves if the ratings are closely tied to teaching improvement. This leads to the second 
point. 
b. The critical factor in faculty acceptance of student ratings and the positive impact of these ratings on 
teaching improvement is the presence of an intermediary. The presence of someone to go over the ratings 
information, suggest changes or improvements, and to act as a resource for the faculty member is central 
to the long-term successful use of student ratings information to improve instruction. 
V. Selection Criteria. 
There are dozens of different forms related to student rating of faculty. To select the most appropriate 
one for Central's use, the committee discussed and decided upon a range of selection criteria. These criteria were 
used to evaluate the instruments we examined, and guide our selection. The criteria are: 
a. Multiple forms. Given the range of class types at Central, and the criticism of our current system that one 
form does not adequately address the needs of different classes, we looked for a rating system that included 
a range of forms that would cover the range of classes offered. 
b. Student questions. Part of the plan for the use of ratings information is for student course decision-
making. Consequently, we will include questions that provide this information. 
c. Increased instructional effectiveness. We are interested in gathering information that can be used to 
improve instruction. 
d. Consistency in administration. We sought a system that included clear and easy to follow guidelines for 
consistency of administration. 
e. Consistency in use. We also sought a system that provided data-base analysis so that results could be used 
consistently over time. 
f. Machine readable. 
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2. AD HOC COMMI'l"l'I!B TO RBVIDW FACUL'IY BV ALUATIONS, continued 
Recommendations 
Our recommendations can be divided into three categories: system support, th.c· ratings forms, and data analysis. 
1. System support. We recommend that the following factors supporting the student ratings system need to be in place 
to attain tl1c maximum benefit of the student ratings Information. 
a. We recommend that the ratings system be administered out of Institutional Research and that Institutional 
Research will maintain the forms, process the data, and prepare the summary reports. 
b. We recommend the hiring or designation of an instructional development specialist. Research has clearly 
shown that faculty use of the ratings information markedly incrc;ascs when a specialist assists in 
interpretation and offers support for needed changes. If this system is to meet the goal or instructional 
improvement, then the presen.ce of an Instructional development specialist is absolutely nectssilry. 
c. We recommend that systematic procedures be developed to gather information about an individual 
professor's teaching from the professor, peers, and the deptrrtment chair (or other supervisor). The 
research we reviewed also clearly pointed out that student ratings should not stand alone in the decision-
making process and that other sources of information need to be developed and used. 
2. We recommend that clear guidelines be developed by Dean's Council (or other appropriate group) on the role of 
student ratings in merit, promotion, and tenure decisions. Without these clear guidelines, faculty mis-trust of the 
rating ~tern will remain. 
3. Administration. 
a. We recommend the adoption of the five attached rating forms. We chose multiple forms because there 
are different kinds of c.lasscs at Central, and one fonn docs not cover the possibilities. A professor will 
be able to choose the form that most closely matches the style of class she/he teaches. 
b. We recommend the development of a form for optional items and recommend the adoptionoftheattached 
form for written comments. 
c. We recommend the ratings fonns be administered in every class, every quarter. Each professor will be 
given a set of instructions to read to the class regarding the handling of the forms. 
4. Data Analysis. 
We recommend that Institutional Research develop a comparative data base using the student ratings information. 
This data base would include: 
a. means for each item for each professor 
b. cumulative means on each item for each department, college/school, and the university 
5. Data Reporting to Individual Faculty. We recommend each professor be given the report. The form given to each 
professor summarizing course ratings should include: 
a. item means and item standard deviations 
b. cumulative means for this course for this professor 
c. decile ran kings for college/school of pr.ofC~>SOr 
d. decile rankings for departments, where appropriate 
e. summary of background data for students and for the course 
Please see the model attached. This information would allow for tracking changes over time and would 
allow the faculty member to get a better sense of the items means. 
6. We recommend this ~)'Stem be tested for one academic year and that the system be reviewed at the end of that year 
by a faculty committee that includes members of this committee. 
Conclusion 
The Committee strongly supports the role of students in the instructional development process. Effectively gathered 
student rating information can be useful for a number purposes. However, to attain maximum v.!llue, the student ratings systems 
need to be part of an overall system of feedback to faculty. Properly developed and used, student feedback· can play a useful 
role in the improvement of instruction and in personnel decisions . 
• • • • • 
Dr. Backlund reminded Senators that the committee's initial report, including draft versions of the evaluation forms, 
was delivered to the Faculty Senate for review and discussion on June 1, 1994. Mlnor changes in the report and rmprovemcnts 
to the forms (attached to agenda) have been made during the summer as a result of this review. Dr. Backlund cmphasbr.cd that 
the revised evaluation format is intended to improve quality of instruction, and the Ad Hoc Committee strongly recommends 
development of additional, meaningful procedures for rating faculty teaching· effectiveness as it 1'tlntes to merit, promotion and 
tenure decisions. 
•M<YflON NO. '1!J77 llric Roth moved and Shawn Christie seconded a motion to adopt the faculty teaching evaluation fonns 
[Form A: Lecture-Discussion, Form B: Seminars, Form C: Skill Acquisition, Form D: Lab Instruction, Form E: Visual and 
Performing Arts, Individual Student Comment Sheet] as submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee to Review Faculty Evaluations. 
-S-
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2. AD HOC COMMI'ITEE TO REVIEW FACULTY [!VALUATIONS, continued 
Chair Nesselroad reported, that, in accordance with the Senate's Operating Procedures, Laura Appleton of the Campus 
Climate Task Force made a preliminary request to the Senate office for an opportunity to speak on the issue. Dr. Appleton 
distributed copies of an October 10, 1994, letter from Linda Ruffer and Bob Brown, Co-Chairs of the Campus Climate Task 
Force, to the Faculty Senate. She pointed out that the October 10 letter requests rewording of item C.10. [from "Instructor 
treated students with respect" to "'The instructor treats all students fairly and with respect, regardless of sex, race or age. (Use 
comment sheet for examples or recommendations)"] and addition of the following item to section C.: ''The instructor establishes 
and maintains a classroom atmosphere which is conducive to learning. (Use comment sheet for examples or recommendations)." 
Dr. Appleton stated that the only feedback related to these two areas now comes in the form of students' informal and formal 
complaints, and the replies generated from these questions is information instructors need to have. Campus Climate Task Force 
student member Tim Hupperten added that, since faculty have a relationship of authority over students in the classroom, it is 
difficult for students to make comments directly to faculty in these sensitive areas. 
Senators stated that some departments have not fully discussed the report and forms yet and asked how delaying the 
vote until the November 2 Senate meeting would affect the timeline for implementation of the new forms. Connie Roberts, 
Special Assistant to the Provost for Institutional Research and Assessment, stated that the forms have been fully reviewed by 
department chairs since last Spring, and her office would like to use the forms for the first time at the end of Fall quarter 1994. 
She explained that deferring approval could delay implementation, as a data base must be developed and the forms printed and 
processed. In response to criticisms from Senators regarding some of the items on the forms, Dr. Backlund pointed out that the 
forms are "living documents" that will be subject to review and evaluation throughout each year. Ad Hoc Committee member 
Jim Eubanks stated that it is important to get the new system up and running as a point of departure in the development process. 
A faculty committee will continue to function, and the forms will be improved and adapted to the needs of this university as 
commentary is received and evaluated. Senators suggested that 1) some items on the forms require students to guess at the 
experience of other students in the class, and 2) without a mandatory class attendance policy, students with low attendance ratings 
would be unable to accurately answer some questions. Ad Hoc Committee member Charles McGehee stated that he had tested 
the forms in a class and concluded that students were able to make "meaningful distinctions" on the basis of the questions. A 
Senator commented that there is widespread dissatisfaction with the current evaluation format, and the proposed forms would 
be a certain improvement over what now exists. 
The question was called for on MOTION NO. 2977. An objection to curtailing discussion was raised. A vote to curtail 
discussion and proceed to a vote on the main motion passed (21 yes, 12 no, 0 abstentions). 
MOTION NO. 1!J7l passed. 
*MO'l10N NO. 2978 Eric Roth moved and Shawn Christie seconded a motion to accept the recommendations of the Ad Hoc 
Committee to Review Faculty Evaluations. 
Senators questioned recommendation l.b. regarding hiring an instructional development specialist. Dr. Backlund 
explained that there are no plans at this time to implement this recommendation, and no funds have been budgeted for hiring 
such a support person. He explained that no system has yet been developed to support recommendation l.c., although peer 
review of instruction has proven successful at other institutions. 
•SUBS'IITlJrE MOTION NO. 2978A Charles McGehee moved and Rob Perkins seconded a motion to receive, without taking 
a position, the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee to Review Faculty Evaluations. SUBSITnJTE MOTION NO. 2978A 
passed. 
3. CURRICULUM COMMI'ITEE 
*MOTION NO. '1979 Steve Olson moved approval of the final draft of the "Curriculum Planning and Procedures" guide (dated 
9/19/94). 
Senator Olson reported that the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee worked for over a year on revising the guide, 
and two public hearings on proposed changes were held during Spring quarter 1994. The new curriculum flow process and forms 
have been tested during the past year and seem to be working well. 
Former Curriculum Committee chair Wesley Van Tassel reported that all of the suggestions expressed by faculty, 
administrators and support staff during the revision of the guide were incorporated into the current draft. He reminded the 
Senate that, if approved, the "Curriculum Planning and Procedures" guide would become the official curriculum policy of the 
university and would be subject to revision only through a vote of the Faculty Senate. Dr. Van Tassel introduced Clara Baker, 
Accounting, chair-elect of the 1994-95 Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, and stated that further recommendations for 
changes in the guide should be addressed directly to her for review by the committee. 
Senator Walter Kaminski, IEf, questioned the wording on page 16 of the guide: "All programs in which more than 
a total of 180 credits are required in order for the student to graduate must clearly be labeled in the catalog as 5-year programs." 
Dr. Kaminski stated that some programs in the lET area require only a few more credits than the 180 limit and should not be 
broadly characterized as 5-year programs. Dr. Van Tassel replied that legislation supports students' right to know at the outset 
-6-
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3. C."URRJCULUM COMMrrrEE, continued 
of their higher education the length of time it will take them to complete their degree. Senutor Barry Donahue, Computer 
Science, objected to amending the wording of this statement without a complete review by the committee and vote of the Sennle. 
It was recommended that Dr. Kaminski pursue this issue with the Curriculum Committee. 
Senator Hugh Spall, Business Administration, questioned the wording of #1 on page 5 of the guide: "Proposals For 
curriculum change may be initiated by students, faculty members, or deans, but the approval procc.~s begins at. the department 
level." Dr. Spall asked that the item be ame.nded to assure approval of curriculum changes by departmental faculty members. 
"MO'OON AMENDMENI' NO. 2979A Hugh Spall moved and Barry Donahue seconded a motion to amend #1, page 5, of 
the Curriculum Policies and Procedures guide as follaws: "Proposals for curriculum change may be initiated by studems, fac\•lly 
members, or deans, but ihc approval process begins at the department level, with approval by a majority of the full-lime facully 
of the department." Motion passed. 
rl 
Vote was held on MOTION NO. 2979. Motion passed. 
4. ACADEMIC ADVISING 
Jim Pappas, Dean of Academic Services, reported that Academic Advising Services is developing u policies manual 
for distribution to the facu lty. Dean Pappas gave a brief overview of the current advising structure and related special advising 
situations. He reported that a list of academic advising contacts has been assembled from faculty names submillcd by 
departments, but he stressed that students are responsible for seeking infofmation and advising. Tile Dean stated that, although 
most faculty know a great deal about advising in lheir own departmental majors, not all faculty arc as familiar with the General 
Education requirements. In order to maintain the quality and accuracy of advising, Bill Swain, Director of Admissions and 
Academic Advising Se,rvices, regularly facilitates training sessions for faculty advisors. Academic Services has made plans to 
purchase a OARS computer system to support advising, and it should be running within the next 18 months. 
S. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMT.rrBE 
None 
6. DUDGffi' COMMITIEE 
Don Cocheba, Economics, has been elected chair. 
7. CODE CO.MMITrEE 
Beverly Heckart, History, has been elected chair. 
8. PERSONNUL COM.Mn'TEE 
Blaine Wilson, DEAM, has been elected chair. Chair Nesselroad reported that the chairs of the 1993-94 [Libby Street, 
Psychology] and 1994-95 Senate Personnel Committees participated in the June 1994 Deans' Council retreat conceroing faculty 
promotion and tenure. Tite Provost has asked the Faculty Senate to make recommendations on a "criteria-based" promotion 
and tenure system before the end of this year, and the Pe:rsonnel Committee has been charged with this task. 
9. PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITI'EE 
Bobby Cummings, English, Faculty Senate Vice Chair, will act as chair. 
OlD DUSINESS 
None 
NEW BUSINESS 
Chair Nessel road reminded Senators that university committees customarily expend much time, energy and expertise in developing 
recommendations that come before the Faculty Senate for considerat1on. He cautioned tllat, in order to move forward effectively, the 
governance system demands that all faculty "do their homework" on the issues and be-prepared in advance for reasonable and meaningful 
discussion during Faculty Senate meetings. 
ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting adjourned at 4:55 p.m. 
• • • • • NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENA'ffi MEHriNG: November 2, 1994 • • • • • 
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I. ROLL CALL 
FACUL1Y SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3:10 p.m., Wednesday, October 12, 1994 
SUB 204-205 
II. CHANGES TO AGENDA 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: May 18, 1994 and June 1, 1994 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
V. REPORTS 
1. CHAIR 
-MOTION: 1994-95 Faculty Senate Operating Procedures (attached) 
-MOTION: 1994-95 Parliamentarian: Charles McGehee (Sociology) 
-MOTION: Updated 1994-95 Faculty Senate Standing Committee membership (attached) 
-MOTION: 1994-95 Faculty Legislative Representative: Frank Carlson, Education 
-MOTION: Ad Hoc Committee on State Ethics Law (ESSB 6111) 
2. AD HOC COMMIITEE TO REVIEW FACUL1Y EVALUATIONS -
Phil Backlund, Chair (report and policy proposal attached) 
3. CURRICULUM COMMIITEE 
-MOTION: Curriculum Planning and Procedures guide (previously distributed to 
Senators, Department Chairs, Academic Administrators) 
4. ACADEMIC ADVISING- Bill Swain, Director of Admissions/Academic Advising 
(attachment) 
5. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMIITEE 
6. BUDGET COMMITIEE - Don Cocheba, Chair 
7., CODE COMMIITEE- Beverly Heckart, Chair 
8. PERSONNEL COMMITTEE - Blaine Wilson, Chair 
9. PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE- Bobby Cummings, Chair 
VI. OLD BUSINESS 
VII. NEW BUSINESS 
VIII. ADJOURNMENT 
*** NEXT REGULAR FACUL1Y SENATE MEETING: November 2, 1994 *** 
. 1994-95 FACUL1Y SENATE MEETING DATES: 
Fall quarter 1994: October 12, November 2, November 30 
Winter quarter 1995: January 11, February 1, February 22, March 8 
Spring quarter 1995: AprilS, April26, May 17, May 31 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
AGENDA - October 12, 1994 
CHAIR 
MOTION: 
AD HOC COMMITTEE ON STATE ETIDCS LAW <ESSB 6111) 
Members: Linda Beath, Education (CPS, Senate Personnel Committee) 
Tom Gause, Music (CLAS) 
MOTION 
Catherine Sands, Anthropology (CLAS) 
Hugh Spall, Business Administration (SBE) 
Tom Thelen, Biology (CLAS) 
1994-95 FACULTY SENATE OPERATING PROCEDURES 
1. Robert's Rules of Order will be the accepted authority for procedural operations. 
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2. Committee reports will be automatically accepted. If there is an action item that a committee desires 
on any report, it is to be separately stated as a motion and the motion will then come before the Senate 
for discussion and debate. The committee will be asked to submit a report and written copies of any 
motion or action that it would like to have taken. 
3. Committee reports and motions shall be submitted to the Faculty Senate office by noon on the 
Wednesday preceding the Senate meeting in which action is expected. This policy allows for the timely 
mailing of the meeting's agenda. As a general rule, substantive committee motions that do not 
accompany the agenda will not be discussed and voted on until a subsequent meeting. An extended 
agenda will be sent to all Senators, who shall give it to their Alternate if they are unable to attend the 
meeting. 
4. Concerning discussion rules, the Senate will use the procedure of seeking recognition from the Chair · 
if it wants to debate an issue. Discussion on arguments for and against the issue will be alternated. A 
visitor will be given recognition if the floor is yielded to him by a Senator. If no Senator desires to 
speak and a visitor would like to make a point, the Chair will recognize the person. If a visitor has 
made a preliminary request to the Senate office for an opportunity to speak or if the Chair invites a 
person to speak, he will be recognized. 
5. No smoking is allowed in the Samuelson Union Building except in designated areas. 
·. 
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1994-95 FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEES 
SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITI'EE 
Sidney Nesselroad, Chair 
Bobby Cummings, Vice Chair 
Dieter Romboy, Secretary 
Barry Donahue, At-Large 
Charles Rubin, At-Large 
Barney Erickson, Past Chair· 
SENATE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITfEE 
Bill Craig 
Andrew .Jenkins 
Charles McGehee 
Jeffrey Snedeker 
• Lisa Weyandt 
Matt Chambers 
SENATE BUDGET COMMI'lTEE 
.l11mes Builey 
Don Cocheba 
Ken Gamon 
Wayne Klemin 
Thomas Yeh 
SENATE CODE COMMITrEE 
Ethan Bergman 
+ Beverly Heckart 
Katarin Jurich 
David Majsterek 
Owen Prat1. 
Music (7458) 
English (7558) 
Foreign Languages (7552) 
Computer Science (7520) 
Geology (7418) 
Math (7424) 
Library (7548) 
llcalth Ed/l'E (7572) 
Sociology (7545) 
Music (7458) 
P~)'chology (7575) 
ASCWU/BOD (7448)' 
Accounting (7484) 
Economics (7486) 
Math (7424) 
BEAM (7488) 
Library (7548) 
Home Economics (7565) 
History (7553) 
Sociology (7545) 
Education (7409) 
Psychology (7575) 
SENATE OURRlCULUM COMM1TfEB (3 CLAS, 3 SPS, 3 B&E, 1 LIB, 1 Student) 
Gary Richardson [B&E) 
Wolfgang Franz IB&E) 
Clara Baker IB&E) 
Linda Klug (CLAS) 
• Steve Olson !CLASJ 
Wesley Van Tassel [Cl.ASJ 
Gail Wilson [Sl'SJ 
Joseph Bonebrake [SPSJ 
Randall Butler [SPS] 
+ Gerard Hogan (LIB) 
Matt Chambers 
(3 yrs) 
(1 yr) 
(2 yrs) 
(2 yrs) 
(3 yrs) 
(1 yr) 
(1 yr) 
(3 yrs) 
(2 yrs) 
(2 yrs) 
SENATE l'E RS0NNL'!L CO MMrtllii! 
Linda Beath 
Rex Wirth 
James Sahlstrand 
Olaine Wilson 
Max Zwanzigcr 
~ENATI! I' UI3.LLC A FFAIRS COMMJ' r rrm 
Bobby Cummings (CHAIR) 
Frank Carlson 
Scott Lewis (Member of CFR) 
Ken Gamon (Member of CFR) 
Robert Fordan 
Craig Rademacher 
COU NCIL Ofl FACULTY RlEPRESENTATIYES (CPR) 
Ken Gamon , Math (7424) 
Robert Benton , English (Lynnwood Center) 
Scott Lewis, Math (7424) 
Business Admin (7485) 
Economics (7486) 
Accounting (7484) 
Anthropology (7544) 
English (7558) 
Theatre Arts (7460) 
F...ducation (7409) 
lET (7584) 
Aerospace Studies (7568) 
Library (7548) 
ASCWU/BOD 
Education (7409) 
Political Science (7578) 
Art (7564) 
BEAM (7488) 
Psychology (7575) 
English (7558) 
Faculty Legislative Representative 
Math (7424) 
Math (7424) 
Communication (7438) 
Leisure Services (7572) 
(2 yrs) 
(1 yr) 
(3 yrs) 
Office: 
3-1316 
3-3432 
3-3329 
3-1495 
3-2827 
3-2833 
3-1221 
3-1041 
3-2005 
3-1226 
3-3688 
3-1693 
3-2343 
3-2411 
3-2834 
3-1255 
3-1542 
3-2366 
3-1655 
3-2195 
3-1473 
3-3667 
3-3082 
3-3420 
3-3530 
3-3217 
3-1536 
3-2020 
3-1472 
3-3543 
3-3420 
3-1545 
3-1693 
3-1474 
3-2353 
3-1559 
3-3673 
3-3693 
3-3432 
3-2071 
3-1803 
3-2834 
3-1068 
3-1969 
3-2834 
206-640-1410 
3-1803 
Page 
Dept : 
3-121() 
3-1546 
3-1218 
3-1495 
3-2701 
3-2103 
3-1221 
3-1314 
3-1305 
3-1216 
3-2381 
3-1693 
3-3339 
3-2664 
3-2103 
3-2611 
3-1542 
3-2766 
3-1655 
3-1305 
3-1461 
3-2381 
3-3339 
3-2664 
3-3339 
3-3201 
3-1546 
3-1766 
3-1461 
3-1756 
3-2314 
3-1545 
3-1693 
3-1461 
3-2408 
3-2665 
3-2611 
3-2408 
3-154(, 
3-1461 
3-2103 
3-2103 
3-1066 
3-1314 
3-2103 
3-2103 
FACULTY LEGISLA'I'IVfl R E!l'Rl!."iBNTATlVE (fl l.R) 
Prank Carlson, Education (7409) Faculty Legislative Representative 3-2071 3-1461 
• Senator; + Alternate 
Student Alternate: ASCWU/HOD President - Orcg Carlson (Ociober 4, 1994; ROSTIJRSIS'f ANDIN0,94) 
3 
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Department 
Accounting 
Anthropolo~;,>y 
Art 
Biology 
Business Admin 
BEAM 
Chemistry 
Communication 
Computer Science 
Economics 
Education 
English 
Foreign Language 
Geography 
Geology 
History 
Home Economics 
lET 
Law and Justice 
Library 
Mathematics 
Music 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 
Physics 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Sociolo~;,>y 
Theatre Arts 
President/Provost 
ASCWU/BOD 
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1994-95 FACULTY SENATE ROSTER 
Years 
to Serve Senator Alternate 
3 Deborah Medlar Gary Hcesackcr 
3 James Sahlstrand Margaret Sahlstrand 
3 Michael Gleason 
3 Hugh Spall 
2 Connie Nott 
1 Rob Perkins Cathy Bertelson 
1 ? 
3 Robert Fordan 
3 Barry Donahue George Town 
1 Robert Carbaugh David Hedrick 
1 Linda Beath Dan Fennerty 
3 Susan Donahoe Dale Otto 
2 Minerva Caples 
1 Bobby Cummings Loretta Gray 
3 Steven Olson Terry Martin 
1 Dieter Romboy Stella Moreno 
1 Morris Uebelacker John Alwin 
3 Charles Rubin James Hinthorne 
2 Dan Ramsdell Beverly Heckart 
2 Carolyn Schactler Carolyn Thomas 
3 Walter Kaminski Bruce Barnes 
1 Michael Olivero 
3 Thomas Yeh Gerard Hogan 
2 Robert Myers Patrick Owens 
3 Ken Gamon Jim Harper 
l Sidney Nesselroad Andrew Spencer 
2 Eric Roth Geoffrey Boers 
3 Webster Hood Peter Burkholder 
2 Vince Nethery Robert Gregson 
2 Walter Arlt Stephen Jefferies 
1 Sharon Rosell Michael Braunstein 
l Rex Wirth 
3 Terry De Vietti Roger Fouts 
2 Lisa Weyandt Stephanie Stein 
1 Charles McGehee David Kaufman 
3 Jim Hawkins Mark Zetterberg 
Ivory Nelson Thomas Moore 
Matt Chambers Greg Carlson 
? 
? 
(October 4, 199~ 2ROSTER 94)
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Central 
Washington 
. University 
MEMORANDUM 
ornce of rhe Df"..an 
College of Leu~rs ,-\rrs <tn( I Sc"· •enn~s 
Ellensburg. Wash1ngron 9A926-7500 
(509) 963-1658 
Dr. Connie Roberts t/J !!dttvvv! 
Pbilip M. Backlund, Cbair, Jan &{lmgs, John Bnmgwio, Jim 
TO: 
FROM: 
Eubanks, Wayne Klemin, and Charlie McGehee -
Ad Hoc Committee to Review Faculty Evaluatiom 
DATE: September 30, 1994 
SUBJECT: Committee Report 
This report describes the work and findings of the Ad Hoc Committee to Review Faculty 
Evaluations. formed by Dr. Connie Robens in the Winter Quarter of 1994. The original 
charge given to our committee read as follows: "Review the current student evaluations of 
faculty and draft recommendations for change to include policy, process and procedures, as 
well as the instrument itself. • We have completed that review and our recommendations 
are described below. We have organized our report to include a brief history of student 
ratings, central questions about the student ratings process, and lastly, our recommendations. 
History of student ratings at Central. 
Student ratings of faculty have been used at Central since the early part of this century. 
Deans and other administrators have placed high value on student input in making promotion, 
merit, and tenure decisions over the years. However, many faculty have been concerned 
about the process used to gather this information. Indeed, some believe that students have no 
right to comment on the instructional practices of a professor. Even for professors who see 
some validity to the student's point of view, many believe the current process to be of 
questionable reliability and validity. Assuming that student ratings will continue to be a part 
of the overall evaluation process here at Central, the question becomes one of developing the 
best system to provide the most useful information consistent with the "assessment culture" 
and HEC Board guidelines for faculty development. 
' 
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Questiom Regarding Student Ratings Reviewed by tbe Committee 
I. What Purposes Should Evaluation Serve? 
Student rating of faculty can serve at least four purposes for the University. 
a. Instructional Imorovement. We believe this to be the most important of the four 
purposes and that students can provide useful information to faculty. 
b. Merit promotion and tenyre decjsjons. Administrators (from department chairs 
on up) need effective information to make effective decisions. As our Faculty Code 
places considerable weight on teaching as the primary responsibility of faculty at 
Central, effective information about teaching is critical to accurate decisions. 
c. Student use- Students need information regarding course content, instructional 
practices, and difficulty level. Student ratings can provide that information. 
d. Administrative purposes. These include, but are not limited to, course assignment 
decisions, accreditation needs, and others. 
We want to emphasize one very important point. Student ratiJJ&s should never be 
tbe sole source of information used to meet any of tbe four purposes. One problem with 
student ratings here and in other institutions is that the ratings have been asked to carry too 
much of the decision-making load. Other sources of information (self, peers, and 
administrators) need to be tapped to provide a complete picture of a faculty member's 
teaching. 
II. What kind of information can students provide? 
The research suggests that students can provide useful information in a limited 
number of areas. Students do have a perspective not shared with other potential 
commentators, but students cannot provide a complete picture of instruction. One source 
the committee reviewed suggested that students are in a unique position to provide 
information that other sources cannot. This includes: 
a. classroom teaching skills and the structure of the course (materials, exams, 
papers) work load 
b. course difficulty level 
c. p-rofessor-class interaction 
d. professor-individual student interaction 
e. displayed interest in teaching 
f. clarity of presentation 
g. dynamism and enthusiasm of instructor 
h. own increased knowledge and comprehension 
i. changed motivation toward the subject 
j. whether or not tests covered the material of the course. 
Student are not in a position to rate items such as: 
a. quality of academic content 
b. justification of course content against the eventual needs of the srudents and 
society 
FACULTY SEr : REGULAR MEETING 
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c. ~ity of test consUU<ltion 
d. validity of grading practices 
e. professionalism toward teaching 
f. out of class reaching related activities. 
September 30, 1994 
These are important distinctions for all purposes related to student ratings of faculty . 
One of the most frequently stated objections to the use of student ratings by faculty is that 
faculty rightly believe that studentS cannot comment effectively on all aspects of teaching. 
They are right in raising this objections; however, students can comment usefully on the 
areas of teaching listed above. 
Ill. If studen.ts can only provide part of the information, who will provide the other 
important pieces of information? 
Ariother soun:e reviewed noted "Each source of information. student. colleag11e, 
administrator, and self-assessment offers important but limited insightS. No single source is 
enough for tenure. promotion, or reteniion decisions. Coml)ing the sources produces a three-
dimemionaf professor. not a cardboard figure.· 
As we have already outlined the information that can be provided by ·srudents, we rum 
to .the other three sources. 
From faculrv peers: an appraisal ot the appropriateness of ¢ourse an9 instructional 
objectives. a review of teaching materials (assignmeniS, hand-outs. projects. textbooks), 
mastery and currency of subject matter. research activity and professional recognition. 
panicipation in the ac,ademic community. student relations. and displayed co~ for 
leaChing. research. service. 
From a!lmfnjsqators: an appraisal of course l.oad and ocher responsibilities, course 
eni'ollment factors. _service to the institution and community, long-r:ange evaluation and 
discernable lmproveme11t p_anerns. marke~bility of the cour:se and departmem. 
Frdm the professor: a self-appraisal of. teaching and other responsibilities, evidence of 
accomplishments. course and imuuctional objectives. student advising. committee 
memberships. and S!:JVice to the institution and community. 
Developing a complete picnire of an individual professOr's teaching is compl icated. 
but very useful. It ~ms to be clear from the reseateh we uamined that student ratings 
shguld not be the sole source ·of information IISed for any of the four evaluative purposes 
listed in number II. 
IV. How is the information to l!e collected, analyzed, and used? 
Outlining the procedures· for gathering and analyzing data from the SQU::C~ of peers·. 
administrators·, and the individual professor are beyond the scope of this repon. However. 
these pFocedures should be developed. Regardlng_student ratings, .wedevel()p our specific 
recommendations in a later sec!ion. In answering this question. we want to make two points: 
a. F-aculty are gener-ally not enthusiastic about st,udent ratings. Research indicates 
that faculty aecep~ance of student ratings improves if the rarings are closely tied 
to teachin~_t improvement. This leadSc to the second point. 
b. The critical factor in faculty acCeptance (I( student ratings and the positive 1mpacl 
of these ratings on teaching improvement is the presence of an imermed'iary. 
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The presence of someone to go over the ratings infonnation, suggest cha.nges or 
improvements, an4 to act as a resource for the faculty member is central to the 
long-term successful use of ~rudent ratings infonnatiQn to improve instruction. 
V. Selection Criteria. 
There are. dozens of different forms related to student rating of faculty. To select the 
most approprilue one for Central's use, the committee di~ussed and decided upon a range of 
selection criteria. These criteria were used to evaluate the instrumentS we ellamined, and 
guide to our selection. The criteria are: 
a. Mul~iple forms. Given the range of class types at Central, and the criticism of 
our current system that one form does not adequately address the needs of 
different classes, we looked for a rating system that included a range of forms 
that would cover the range of classes offered. 
b. Student questions. Pan of the plan for the use of ratings information is for 
student course decision-making. Consequently, we will include questions that 
provide th is infonnation. 
c. Increased instrUCtional effectiveness. We are interested in gathering information 
that can be used to improve instruction. 
d. Consistency in administration. We sought a system that included clear and easy 
to follow guidelines for consistency of administration. 
e. Consistency in use. We also sought a system that provided data-base analysis so 
that results could be used consistently over time. 
f. Machine readable. 
Recommendations 
Our recommendations can be divided into three categories: system support, the 
ratings forms , and data analysis. 
I. System support. We recommend that the following fac~ors supP.'!)ni ng the student ratings 
system need to be ill piMe to attain the maximum benefit of -the student ratings information . 
a . We recommend that the ratings system be administered out of Institutional 
Research and that Institutional Research will maintain the forms, process the data. 
and prepare the summary reporu. 
b We recommend the hiring or designation of an insuuctional development specialist. 
Research has clearly shawn that faCUlty use of the ratings information markedly 
increases when a specialist assisiS in interpreation and offers suppoit for needed 
changes. If mis systems is to meet the goal of instruCtional improvement. then the 
presence of an insuuctional development specialist is absolutely necessary. 
c. We recommend that systematic procedures be developed to gather information 
about an individual professor's teaching from· the professor. peers, and the 
deparrmem chair (or other supervisor) . The research we reviewed also clearly 
~imed out that student ratings should not stand alone m the decision· making 
process and that other sourtis of informa.tion need to be developed and used. 
FACULTY ' ~ATE REGULAR MEETING 
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2. We recommend that clear guidelines be developed by Dean's Council (or other 
appropriate group) on the role of student ratings in merit, .promotion, and tenure decisions . 
Without these clear guidelines, faculty mis-trust of the rating system will remain. 
3. Administration. 
a. We recommend the adoption of the five attached rating forms. We chose 
multiple forms because there are different kinds of classes at Central, and one 
form does not cover the possibilities. A professor will be able to choose the form 
that most closely matcll.es the style of class she/he teaches . 
b We recommend the development of a form for optional items and recommend the 
adoption of the artached form for wrinen comments. 
c. We recommend the ratings forms be administered in every class, every quarter . 
Each professor will be given a set of instructions to read to the class regarding the 
handling of the forms. 
4.- Data Analysis . 
We recommend that Institutional Research develop a comparative data base using the 
student ratings information. This data base would include: 
a. means for each item for each professor 
b. cumulative means on each item for each department, college/school, and the 
university 
5. Data Reporting to Individual Faculty. We recommend each professor be given the 
report. The form given to each professor summarizing course ratings should include: 
a. item means and item standard deviations 
b. cumulative means for this course for this professor 
c. decile rankings for college/school of professor 
d. decile rankings for departments. where appropriate 
e. summary of background data for students and for the course 
Please see the model attached. This information would allow for tracking changes over time 
and would allow the faculty member to get a bener sense of the items means. 
6. We recommend this system be tested for one academic year and that the system be 
reviewed at the end of that year by a faculty committee that includes members of this 
commitlee. 
Conclusion 
The Commiltee strongly supports the role of students in the instructional development 
process. Effectively gathered student rating information can be useful for a num~r 
purposes. However. to atta in ma., imum ' 'alue . the srudem ratings systems need to be part of 
an ovctall system oi feed.back 10 facully . Properly developed and used, sludent feedback can 
play a useful role in the improvemem of mstrucrion and in personnel decisions . 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COURSE RATINGS 
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING CAREFUU Y BEFORE ADMINISTERING FORMS 
STEP 1 • SURVEY COVER SHEET 
Please fill in the necessary information on the survey cover sheet. 
STEP 2 · IF OPTIONAL QUESTIONS DESIRED 
Please see Institutional Research for instructions and examples of optional questions. 
STEP 3 - ADMINISTER THE FORMS 
Allow 15-20 minutes for students to respond. 
Read the following statements to the students: 
I am going to distribute course rating forms so that vou can rate ttlis course. Your participation 
is voluntary. and you may omit specific items if you wish. To ensure confidentially, do not 
write your names on the forms. There is a possibility that your handwriting on the written 
comment sheet will be recognizable; however, I will not see the results of this evaluation until 
after the quarter is over and you have received your grades. Please be sure to use PENCIL 
ONLY on the mark-sense form. 
I have chosen !identify person) to distribute and collect the forms. When you are finished, 
he/she will collect the forms. place them into an envelope, and mail them to the Office of 
Institutional Research . If there are no questions, I will leave tha room and not return until all the 
questoonnaores have been finished and collected. Thank you for your participation. 
STEP 4 - COLLECT AND RETURN THE FORMS 
The person assigned to collect the forms should do the following: 
11 Have the students return their computer forms and written comment sheets in separate 
piles; 
21 Separate the unused forms from the used forms; 
31 Place the Cover Sheet on top of all the forms and insen them into the envelope so that the 
address of the Office of Institutional Research is visible through the window: and 
41 Return the envelope to the Office of Institutional Research either in person or by putting the 
envelope in campus mail (not the U.S. Maill. 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Office of Institutional Research 
Mail Stop 7512 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
15091 963-1855 
I 
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LECTURE-DISCUSSION 
Central Washington Univers•tv 
lnstruct•ooal A ssessment System 
FORM A 
INSTRUCTOfl: COURSE SECTION -----
DfAECTIONS: COIIIII'UTII* OF THIS OUESTIONNAIIE IS VOLUNTARY. YOU AM FII£E TO LIAVE SOME 011 All ITEMS 
UNAIIISWEIIED. 
USE A NO. 2 PENCIL. Fill the bubble darkly and completely. Do not make stray marlts. Erose completely. 
.... GIIIIIEIIAl EVALUATIOff &cellenl 
"""' 1. Cm6M as a whole was: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. lnl1ruetOt ' s efl.c:tiv-s on te.c;ho<)g the subieet mou.,.· was: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8. IMA~ F&DeACll FOR THE ltSTIIUCTOA Always Never 
1. Instructor met class regularly and on time. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 . Class sessions were w efl ot~zed 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 . Course objectNes were clearly staled. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. The m truclor's speech was clea< lnd eas;!v tnlefslood. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 . The in!ttuC'lOI gave eiNr -t.KpfanBl,JIOf'I.S .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 . The instruciO< p<ese<>ted altemauve e~notoons when needed. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 . ApptOIII~Ie enmp!~ iJnd Jllusl<al•ons we<e use<~ . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 lnst<ueiO< r~ o,._nanl q~..,... 0< p<~S. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 . Students wen> conhdent "' OfUI•uctor's l nowl..,ge . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10." The instructor was enthus•ast•c . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 . Students were encoUf'aged to ask qUf!'sUons. d•sagree. e• press 1hemselves 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 . Answers to student questtons were clear and mean~ngtul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13. &tro help .... """"- wtoen needed .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. ~TIOff AaDUT Ttf£ COUIISE USEFUL TO DTH£11 STUDBf'fS Always ....... 
1. ~ tome v.u used elrocie"lty 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 . Instructor Stomulolted I""*"'!' ...cl C\lfiOS•IY. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 . lnstructO< helpe<l deVelop ~ ipp<ec_~(l()n lor field on which course resides . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. 1nsltUClOf .aoolied eourse..t"JQten~ to re.al wOftd •ssues . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 . Cowse obteet•ves were mer 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 . AsStgned re.chngs and o ther out -of -class work wet~ vahJable 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 Evaluahve •nd grad•no techntQues lt~sts, paper~. pro,er.ts, etc ) were fa~r 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 Amount of work w•s apptopttat~e lo r.ourse cred•ts and level 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 Student respons•b•llttes and reQUtJements were clearly stated 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10. ln.SCtue:tOI trUied s~tS w11h teSJ)eC·I G 0 0 0 0 0 
D. HOW WOULD YOU DESCA18.E: Hiah low 
1• The tnteflect\MII c:h;e~~ oresented to vou7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 The amount ot your' etroc:t to svcceed7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. YOU< ..,..,...meni ldotno a»o<~lim.,.u. ~ltendo<>Q d&Ues. e tc . II 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E G.919'Al (NFQIIMATIOH A8DUT YOURSElf 
1 Why d•d you take lhl~ coutse1 !Marlt as m t nr 1:1. apply I. 
0 "'my MAJOR ' " MINOR 0 .s GENER.O.l EO AEOUIREMENTIELECTIVE 0 Reputatoon of mstrucla< 
0 T•me ol d<W 0 Cur•os•tv 0 Adv-H':e: ·~o l "Jd..,•.50f 0 Adv•ce of tnend 0 Only course available to ht schedute 
2 My class •< 0 FRESHMAN 0 SOPHOMORE 0 JUNIOR 0 SENIOR 0 GRAOUA TE 0 OTHER ' 
3 On average . haw m•ny I""" ' o•• w••• h••• you "''"" on thos class . u><ludono attendong closses, doong , .. d•~ 
t fn'teW••·IO notes. _,,, .. 'P papt' ' ' .:t•\C1 .111y o ther course releted worlt ~ 
0 Unn., 2 0 2 6 l~ 7 9 0 10.12 0 13-!S 0 16 · 18 0 1 9~ 1 0 22 or more 
, ... ,.~~ 
SEMINARS 
Centrat Washington Un.vetsety 
Instructional Assessment System 
Page 8 
t-OHM jj 
INSTRUCTOR. COUASE SECTION -----
DIRECTIONS: COIII'UTIOII OF THIS OUESTIONNAIIE IS VOI.UNTAIIY. YoU Alii FIIEI TO LIAVE SOME 011 All rTBIS 
UNANSWERED. 
USE A 110. 2 PBIICII.. FiM the bubble darltly and CO<r1pletely_ Do not make strey marks Erose cflmllletely. 
A_ I GSf9UU. EVALUATIDfl &cellent 
"""' 1. 
2. 
8. 
I 
2 
3 . 
4 
5. 
6 
7 
8. 
9. 
10_ 
11 
12. 
c. 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
.. 
5 
6 
7 
8 . 
9 
10. 
D. 
1 .• 
2 
3-
e_ 
1 
2 
3 
Course as 1 whole was: 
&nstruct~a effectrvenea en t1 
IMAGIIosnc FUDMCIC FOil ntE IISTIWCTOII 
~ttwu:: 
lnstruciO< mel the sessionlsl reoularty and on time. 
Sessoonlsl was lwere l well orgonozed. 
Instructor was well prepared. 
lnstrUCIOI skillfully led discussoons. 
lnstructOI CO<Itnbuled 10 diSCVSSOCJN. 
Seminer •tmosphere was conductve to student leamtng 
Instructor ratsed important QUe:stMM'ls or probfems. 
Studt!nts were confident in •nsrructor's knowaedge. 
Instructor was enthusiastic~ 
Students were encouraged to ask Questions, disaoree. e•press ideas. 
k'tstructor waa open to student vtevws. 
s.n-s were inle<e51-. 
ltFQIWATIDfi _A.IDUT THE COUIISE USEFUL TO OTHER STUOBIITS 
Class time was used efftc.ently. 
lnslructor st""""'led thinlung - cwioSrty. 
lnstructO< helped deVelop an Opp<ecaation 101 field in which co .. se resides. 
Instruct« apphed cOUfse maten-' to rear WOf1d issues . 
Course: Obteetrves •ere meL 
As:s>groed r~ ...cl Olher OU'I-of-clus woctt weoe v.....,ble. 
Evoluauve ....; ~lno 1~ LIUtS, -.-. profeeu. elc.l were fa~r 
Amouru of watk ~·s ~ooua.\& to COUfs.t ~'' .and ~eYe}. 
S_tQdem r~sPOO..,..•Ue.s and reQUIII~I w~e cludr stated. 
Instructor treated students w•th teSDee1 . 
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE: 
The tntellectuaf chalfenge presented to you 1 
~::, ·=~~~7~o~~0,~s~~c::=-? attvldtno d ues .. ete.J1 
G&tEAAL INFORMA:TIOff ABOUT YOUIISEL.F 
Why d•d you take t hlos COtMse-J lM.alt: -a• many u apply l! 
0 on my MA.IOI.I or MINOfl 0 • GENERAl EO AEOUfAEMENT /ELECTIVE 
0 0 
0 0 
....... .... 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
.o 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
Alwws 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
·o 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
...... 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 o · o 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hioh Low 
0 0 0 0 0 g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 Reputation of Wlstructor 
0 Ttme of d_a.o; G Cuuos,to; 0 Adv.ce of ,fdw•.!IOI" 0 Adv•ce ot lnend 0 Only course available to t it schedule 
Mv class •s 0 FRESHMAN 0 SOPHOMORE 0 JUNIOA 0 SENIOR 0 GRADUATE 0 OTHER 
On average, how ma11y hour~ per week have you spent on tt'Ms class. u-.cluchng anend•no classes. dou·tg read•ngs. 
(f!Y•e.w•no notes. wrrtrng paoers and any other C.OUt'se related work 7 
0 UJ>do• 2 0 .26. 0 7-9 0 1 0. 1L____Q_l3_.~ 16 18 0 19 -21 G. 22 01 more 
~f'IN\II f1•1• 
f 
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. SKILL ACQUISITION 
Central Washington Umrer51IY 
Instructional As- System 
FORM C 
·~STIIUCTOR: COURSE SECTION-----
•oRECTIONS: COMPLETIOIII OF THIS OUISTIIOMIAIIE IS VOI.UNT AllY. YOU AM F.S TO I.BVI SOlliE 011 All ITEMS 
UIIM$WIIIED. 0 
USE II. 110. 2 PStCL. Fill the bubble datkly and completely. Do not mae stray marks. Erase CO<I)pletely. 
"· 
GSIStAL IVII.LUII.TIOIII Excellent 
"""' 1. ~~=-: ::~ itt I.Qehlna the subiect rnauer was: 0 0 0 0 b 0 2. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' 8. IIIAQIIIOSTIC f&DeACX FOil THE INSTIIUCTOll A!w;JvS Never 
1. lnsiiUCtor met the class r~ ~ on time. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. ~-- wera "'""" to ""'""oee wigt .... -ned.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. 
- -e _,......, ~- 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4. lnsiiUCtor gave explanationS ol ratoonales underlying new techniques or skills. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5. Expected sluMs were correctly demonstrated. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 . Instructor showed confidenCe on students" ablloty. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7. lnsiiUCtor -· .-., and helpful teeclbacl< 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8.· St.-..s were confident on instiUCIO<"s knowledge. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9. Students -• -d freedom to develop own skolls and Mleas. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10. lnstruct01 was ~ to dNI w•th student dilliculries. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 . lnslruct.on wu ,..,ed to meel varytng student slull tevels. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12. btra l'lelp wu av- when neeoeG. 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 
c. JW.OMU.TIOIIIII.IOUT THE COUIISE USEfUL TO OTHEII SlUDBfTS Aiwh'O 
-.. 
1. etas .- wes used etticienlly. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 lnstiUCtor stomulated thinking and curio so tV. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J. Instructor helped develop an _ec..,t"'" lOt field on •hoch course .resodes. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 lnsltUC1or .opploell cowse material to real world issues, 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 ~ OOtooetovu we1e meL 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6. o-.s and o.1hef OU(.OI<lass w- -• v-. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7. Ev-toioe and oo-.o tecfnQuoe> ltestS. -·· pro,ects. etc.l -• lair. 8 0 0 0 0 0 8 Amounc or WOftl. was aDPfot"'&ate to couru crediu.S and te-¥el. 0 0 0 0 0 
9. Stuclent responsabdlt~ and ,_.,ements wete clearty stared. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 lnsltuctor treated students w•th respect . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 . 1t0W WOUlD YOU DESCIUaE: Hioh Low 
1 The .,.ellec1ual -.ge presented to youl 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 .- The 1111"10U"l Ol y0411 eUOI'I '0 .succeedl 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J . Your onvolve<nef>t 1-... a$S>II.....-ts. allenctmo Classes. e<c.l1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E I GBIEIIAI.INfORMII.TIOIII ABOUT 'I'OUIISEU' 
Why dod you tM!e 1"-S COUt$11 I IMatk O.S mony U -y ~ 
0 on my MAJOR <or MINQR 0 a GENERAL ED RfOUIREMENTIELECTIVE 0 ReputatiOn ol ins1ructor 
0 Tunt: nt cJay 0 Cuc•o$Uy 0 Advc c: ot ~cJ..,tSOr 0 Advce of friend 0 Only course ava.tabte to fit schedufe 
My class os 0 <RESHMAN 0 SOPtiOMORE 0 JUMOII 0 SENIOR 0 GRAOUATE 0 OTHER 
On average. how many hours per week. have you spent on thts class. ulCiudulQ anend•ng classes. dOtng readtngs, 
rev-ewmg notes ~ w •• t"'tg pape1s and any other coutsl! related work? 
0 Ur><kr 2 I) 2 6 0 I 9 010 12 0 13·15 0 . 16· 18 0 1.9·21 0 22 oo more 
Ml 1ft4 
LAB INSTRUCTION 
Centr-' Washington Unrvenoty 
Instructional Assessment System 
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1-0RM 0 
INSTRUCTOR: COUfiSE SECTION -----
DIRECTIONS: COMPLETIOIII OF THIS OUEST._._ IS VOI.IJIIIITII.IIY. YOU Alii REI TO LaVE SOME Ollll.lliTEIIS 
IJIIII.UtSWSIS). 
USE II. 110. 2 PStCL. F~l the bubble darldy - completely. Do not make stray m.-ks. Era• completely. 
A . I GBIIEltAI. EVAWII.TIOIII 
l.l CowM es a whole was: 
2. lnstruCt<lt'o ellec:........., on te mauer was: 
B .. Dlll.c.oaTIC F&Deii.CII FOil THE INSTIIUCTOII 
l. Lab inaruclor """ the dlou reg.Nrlt - on - · 2. Lab insuuctor -e - e•jllanaPOna. 
3. Lab onstructor was pr-e(! lor lab session~. 
4. Lab onetructO< r811cd ornponant questions or pr-.ns. 
5. Lab instruct01 was enthusiastiC. 
6. Students w- confident on lab instructor's knowledoe. 
7. lab instructor wu .tale to sotve wwxpecled pJoblems. 
8. Ans-s to st.-.. -lions were- - meaningful. 
9. Safety l"'ot:toChles were comrnunoc•ted and enfO<ced lit ..,plocablel. 
10. lnstiUCtor w•s able to deal wilto st.-.. lurnong dilloculties. 
11 . LiO a.es.s.ons -aDJ)bed ro ~ceta.at taught tn ~ture. 
12.. btno loolo was..-- when-· 
c. INFOMIII.TIOIII MOUT THE COUIISE USEFUL TO OTHEII STUDBfTS 
l. Class - was used eHicienlly. 
2. Instructor stomulated lllil*inD - curiosity. 
3. InstrUCtor helped develop an -eco•tion Ia< lielcl in which cowse resodes. 
4. lnsUuctor .opploell cowse rnateroal to real w~ ••-•· 
5. C....se olljectives were met. 
6. ASS9*f r.-.gs and - OU(·Of·ct.ss work -• v-. 
7. Ev-•- - Qf-.; techniques (tests. papers, protects. etc.l we<e taor. 
8. ~~ of woctt wa: ~OQOace to C4MIM. credne llftd ..,of. 
9. Student respclf\slbillfta and reQUirements wete clurtv st•ted. 
. 10. . lnstiUCIO< truttod s..-B wotto respect. 
D. HOW WOULD YOU DESCg(; 
1. The intellectulll c-.. I"'OienlH to you I 
2.· The amoun1 Ol your effort IO Succeedl 
3. Yow onvolvement ldoon!l assounrnents. attending classes. etc 11 
E. GBIEIIII.L INFOMIA TIOIII AI OUT YOURSELF 
1 
Excellent 
-0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alw•"s 
-.. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 Q 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Always 
--0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 g I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
Low 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 9 
Why dod you take this co.nel (Mark as mony as apply I: 
0 on my MA.IOII or MINOR 0 a GENERAL ED REOUIREMENTIEUCniiE 0 Reloutatron of anstruct0. 
0 Tome ol day 0 Curoosoty 0 Advoce ot advtsor 0 Advoce of froend 0 Only eourse avaolable to tot ~ 
2. My class IS: 0 FRESHMAN 0 SOPHOMORE 0 JUNIOR 0 SENIOA 0 GRADUATE 0 OTHER 
3. On avetage. how many hours per week have you spent on thts class, anc.luchng anendtng classes, do•ng readlflQS, 
rev-ewulQ notes, wuttng papers ano any other course related w~l 
0 Under ·2 ·0 2·6 0 7-9 010·12 013·15 .0 16·18 0 19 ·21 0 '22 or more 
() cwu 1894 
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VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
Ce ntral Washington University 
lnstruct•onal Assessment System 
t-UHM t 
S rAUCTOR: COURSE SECTION -----
~ECTIOifS: CCIMf'LETIOIII OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS VOLUNTARY. YOU ARE FREE TO lEAVE SOME OR All ITEMS 
UIIIJUIISWBI£0. 
USIA 110. 2 PSIIC1l. FM the bubble darltly and cOmc>letety. Do not make stray INIIks. Erue completely. 
A. GBII:WAL. EVAlUATION &cellent Poor 
I cour .. •••-was: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 lnsrructor's diKtrveness ;., teadlino tl>e subi«:t f'\lllle< was: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8. OIAOMOSTIC F&tleAClt FOil THE llSTtiUCTOfl AlWayS Never 
-
I lnsnuctor met claSs <eQulotfy and on twne. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Cia" ........ ., . .. _., -· O<pnond. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J . C.,._se ~tives--e dotl'f Slated, 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 . Cle_.., communiCated ttudem raponS>biliroes lor II'Ktocelstucllo/retlefals. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5. lnsrructor datllC(ed mosd;,ecrion QuOCI<Iy - "- - to assiSt. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6. lnsuuctoi *'<doc>ed my sensi1nr11v as a perlormie<lart•st. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7. ~te ,......,._ fi>d ollustrationS wer• used. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8. lnstNGtor ,_ etlioent use ol ret>e~al/st:ud10 ~- 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9. The ~or upected my best ellons. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10. Stuller>ts were ~ to ask ouest-. di-e, 8lll)less ""'·" · 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1t . 
-. to studen1 ..,.,. were ""'aiWIOiul. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12. w..n --~-. .ci<IOroon.ol t- -t.h 1~ iMtiUCtor was ... wt~~e. 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 
c. WCI'MATIOIII AIOUT TlfE COOtiSE Usa:tll TO cmmt STUOOI1'S Alwav~ Never , 
I 
2, 
J 
4 
s 
., 
I 
R 
9 
·o. 
D 
I 
2· 
l 
Clan r- wu used ell~tlv. 0 0 0 0 0 g j lnstNCtor t\IO'n<Mted ,...,."'11 - c:..ioSirv. 0 0 0 0 0 
lnottuctor ilelpecl c1ove1o1> an -"'lion tor litllcl in which course resides. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tn:stn.IC'tOt ~ cour~ ~~tenat 10 re:~ WOtld issues. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CCM6sa obfect•v~s were met 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ass.,_., readings and other out-of~lass wOtll were valuable. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ev-r•ve and IJI'adinv techniQues llests, papers, PIOJKIS. erc.l were laor 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Amount of wOtk was appropn•te ta COLM'se crwcfits and level 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Student resoons.bikttes and reQUifements were clearly stated. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1nstnoc1or treated Sluden1s wuh '-'· 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MOW WOUlD YOU~ lliah low 
The ""ellectulll challenQe presenred ro you 7 6 0 .o 0 0 0 
The __.,, ol V"" ellorr to succeed7 0 0 ·0 0 0 0 
YrNI __,.,,cloir1D us"'"""'"'"· an..-dinQ classes. elc.t7 0 b 0 0 0 0 
GSIIRAI.JIIF~TION AIOUT YOUIISEIJ' 
WI'¥ dod you rab rhos course I !Mallo. as m...., n apOtyt! 
0 ., my MAJQR cw Mlf'!()R 0 a GENERAL EO Rt:OUIREMENTIRECTIVE 0 lleoutat;on of instNGtor 
0 Time nl day 0 Cur"'"'• 0 ""'""e ol o<lv•.., 0 AdvtCe· o! lriencl 0 Only course available to lit schedt* 
My cia .. •s 0 FRESHMAN 0 SOPHOMORE 0 JUNIOR 0 SENIOR 0 GRADUATE 0 OTHER 
On wefaQe. how many hOurs per w eek have you spent on this class. including attending elassl!s. doing readlngs. 
rev...,..no notes, wr•t•na P't.PHS and ~nv o1hef c-ourse. related work 1 
0Uncle12 02 6 0 7·9 0 10·12' 0 13·1& 01 6-18 0 1.9-21 022 CI""""e 
W\1 t HII 
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Central Washington University 
INDIVIDUAL STUDENT COMMENT SHEET 
Instructor: Course: Dete: 
• 
Your answera to the foAowing queatlons w• be used by the irlatructor to Improve cflla 
courae and hla/her teaching melhoda for future coursea. Pleaae be aa cfloughtful' end 
conatructlve 11 poaatble In your commen .. 
Thil lhHt wid! your Nlldwrttten commenta w• not be seen by your irlatluctor undl 
ah er your gradea have been turned in. 
You are NOT required to anawer any of liteM questions. 
I. What aapectl of the teaching or content of dlls courae do you feel were especl81y 
~1 ' 
II. What changea could be made to improve the teaching or the content of dlla course7 
Ill. Plu ae use other paper for any additional comments or special questions given to you 
by your instluctor. Thank you for your paf1lclpatlonl · · 
Cl cwu 1994 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Academic Advisinc Services 
Academic Advisinc at CWU 
(Overview ror Faculty and Staffl 
Academic Advisinc Services 
The mission of Academic Advising Services is 10 coordinale-a.od support a.o advising 
program lhal·coosisleiUiy provides students with theinfo.;matiQD a.od counsel that !hey ilccCI 
10 develop sound educational and professional goalS and to make effec.tive decisions about 
the University courses and programs lhat will enable them to realizC: their goals 
Academic Advising Services provides ttansition advising and is available to support all 
OII:G IC:8dcmic advising activities. Services include 
• coordinating student orientations and assisting wilh registration 
• refeniog students to appropriate advising resources 
dcvdoping and distributing advising infcitmation to faculty and students 
• p:esen,ting advising workshops for general fac;ulty development 
providing a specifiC advising liaison person for each academic department 
• monitoring llCCCp_tance into major p,rograms 
providing information at department and olhCI' administrative meetings • 
providing access and helping "faculty usc lhe Student Iilfonnation System effectively 
• prql&ring acdit evaluations 
developing a dcgme audit Sys~e~Dihat will enable facul!Y (and eventually students) to 
see 11 an instant which requiremeots a student has met and which remain to be meL 
Faculty-Based Advisinc Structure 
~ty provide bolh Gc:ncnl Education and major program advising except in special 
situations lhat arc explained below. While Academic Advising Services is happy to answer 
specific questions about academic policies and programs, it is bella' that students work: 
with faculty who represent lhe programs and professions in which the students arc 
interested. 
Student Responsibility 
'The Sllldent is responsible for soelcing information and advising. The UIUversity Catalog 
and other sources explain policies and requirements; students arc expecttrlto read lhem 
carefully 11\d refer to them throughout !heir time at CWU. StudentS are also expec!ed to 
consult facUlty advison Ui explore IIJ'eas o! inten:St and plan C:Oilrses of study. · 
Students arc encouraged to comment on lhcir advising experiences by using a form lhat is 
available in each academic department and in Mitchell Hall. 
Assignment or Advisors 
In lhe process of admission to the University, students mu.st indica!C a primary intereSt in 
an academic area. Then. if the,y are not panicipating in a special progr.un. Academic 
Advising Services _assigns them to the, department most clearly represents lheit primary 
interest. 
feviscd 9{11194 
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Advisor assignments are based oo lhe ltcademic Advising Co111acu list (aaached}: which 
incllldcs the Cootdinalors of lldvising fot each depanmeor and, sbould a deparanen1 choose, 
the names o{ advisors in specific &JeaS wilhio the dcpanment Where a dcpartmeot chooses 
only 10 list its coordinator_of advising, all sl!.ldcots i.ndicaling interest in a.oy of !he 
dcpanment's-~ arc assigned 10 lhe coonlinawr, who may lhen direct srudents to more 
appropriaie advisors in the dcpanmenL Academic Advising Services also eocow:age 
~ents 10 sochdvice from various faculty concc:ming olhcr areas o{ inu:rest !bey. might 
~ve. 
Studeots.may apply fot a change of advisor through Academic Advising Scrv~ in 
Miti:bcll Hall; however, o.ncc !bey have been aa:ep!Cd in10 a major prognm of SIUdy, their 
advisor must represent that program. 
The Academic Advising ConiiJctS list is aviilable in Mitchell Hall and ii dislribuicd 11 new-
student orientations and through other programs. 
Special Advising Situations 
A siudent participating in the Access Program. the Mio«ity .Retention Program. and/O£ the 
Enrichment Program will be assigned to an advisor from the most.appropria.Le prOgram. 
These advisors encc>urage·srudcnts to seek additional advice about aCademic programs from 
faculty members, and lhey also see that !heir students an: assigned~ faculty advisors as 
they move lhrougb the programs: · 
Access Program 
Students who do n01 meet established admission requirerncnts but othttwise 5how pOICillial 
fot ecademic suocess may be admitted allciJWively under lhe Aocess Program, which is 
~ by !he Office of Special Services. For the first year, a s:wdent patticipating in 
thiS program nmst meet weelcly wilh an Arecss advisor and take only ~ approved by 
that advisor. 
ADA Affairs and Student Assistance Program (ADAASA) 
In edditi.on to initially assigning students o{ disability 10 faculty advisors, Academic 
Advising Services refers !hem to ADAASA, where SDJdents may request assc:ssmcnt for 
ac:commodation. ADAASA then t'CIC(IIIllnell either that the snJdc:nt Won: exclusively wilh 
a faculty advisor or that the student choose to be assigned 10 a Special Services staff 
advisor. Rega.rdles,s of lhe reco~on. a stu&nt may choose no1 10 worlc wilh a 
Special ~erv~ advisor. 
Minority Retention Program (MRP) 
Iilitially. studen,tsof colot are assigned as advisees to lhe director of lhe MRP, who -
explains lhat program provides.bolh academic and advising suppon; students may choose 
10 continue as MRP advisocs or 10 be assigned 10 a facility advisor. 
EnrichmeN Program 
Under lhe direction of the Office of Residence Living. the.Enrichment Program provides 
academic and social support for fiiSt·year srudents. For a relatively small fee on a space 
available basis, students arc-assigned to Enrichment residence halls. wbich have dedicated 
exercise and computer facilities_ Tutors arc available, and students arc assigned in small 
groups to pccT mentors, who are responsible f~ a variety of developmental activities. Each 
quanu during lhe week: prior 10 pre· registration. the peer menton help the Sllldents 10 plan 
academic schedules. The students !hen go wilh their groups 10 lhe Samuelson Union 
Building Thea!re where volun!CCI' faculty representing a variety of disciplines are available 
reviled 9/21/94 
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b advisinJ. FoUowingthis. audenta may pre~ foccluaa or IIIey may leek 
~ ldvising &om speci&dcpu1mcnl facully. 
Ad,.doul Adrili111 Opportaallia 
Advisbtg ~Mr 
A.c:adr:mic Advising Services COOfdirwcs Fall Qu.uB Advising Seminan !hal are available 
10 tina-year ~ts on 1 sp.:e available basis. Objectives oftbC Qnc-acd.il seminar 
incllllk ~~students with specific knowledge of lbc GcocnJ. Edllcalion Propm. 
inlroducing major pognms of $Uid.ics, llld having SlildeniS prcpale lenlativc, four-year 
w:adcmic plms.. The seminar leaders, who are faCulty volunleerS, serve as !he sllldeniS' 
ldriJon b W'uuer Quarter ~mgistralion, and students are ISSigned 10 regular faculty 
ldvison I& lhe end of the semilw. 
~ PIDMbtg and Placemenl 
FWkiinc COW\SCiorli in !he Carcc:r PlanniDg IIVi Placement Office·can vide information lboutdi1f~can:as IIVi bclpstudcntsdecide on a major program o~es. Sllldcnls 
may abo uxlhe Office's eu=nlive Career Ut:nry «We ldvanrage oil variety ofinllel'CSt 
i.nvezmies and ~ pJanning tools. As they _. paduMion, !be Career Pllnaing and 
~Oftice Qll bclp SIDdents to prepare I p~file, find job listings.llld fWIY 
b eqJioymcnL 
rni•ed 9f21/94 
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ROLL CALL 1994-95 
__L Walter ARL T 
_Lunda BEATH 
_LMinerva CAPLES 
L_Robert CARBAUGH 
_LMatt CHAMBERS 
~ Clr/?~Jf. <!,___--:=.L_Bobby CUMMINGS 
/ 
) 
~erry DeVIETTI 
-----L:.Susan DONAHOE 
____tL.Sarry DONAHUE 
_LRobert FORDAN 
...L::::Ken GAMON 
----6L-Michael GLEASON 
~Jim HAWKINS 
__ Webster HOOD 
V Walter KAMINSKI 
/~ Charles MCGEHEE 
~Deborah MEDLAR 
V'" @-·Robert MYERS 
__ Ivory NELSON 
__iL'connie NOTT 
._..L"Sidney NESSELROAD 
~Vince NETHERY 
__ Michael OLIVERO 
v Steve OLSON 
__L_Rob PERKINS 
~an RAMSDELL 
-./.~:::'Dieter ROMBOY 
/sharon ROSELL 
~Eric ROTH 
~Charles RUBIN 
/James SAHLSTRAND 
__ Carolyn SCHACTLER 
_Lflugh SPALL ~AfjUCK. <- ~rris UEBELACKER 
) 
_.L(isa WEYANDT [pron. Y'-ANT] 
~Rex WIRTH 
_,_Thomas YEH 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING: 
__ Stephen JEFFERIES 
__ Dan FENNERTY 
__ David HEDRICK 
__ Greg CARLSON 
__ Roger FOUTS 
__ Dale OTTO 
__ George TOWN 
__ James HARPER 
__ Mark ZETTERBERG 
~eter BURKHOLDER 
__ Brue BARNES 
__ David KAUFMAN 
__ Gary HEESACKER 
__ Patrick OWENS 
__ Thomas MOORE 
__ Andrew SPENCER 
__ Robert GREGSON 
__ Terry MARTIN 
__ Cathy BERTELSON 
__ Beverly HECKART 
__ Stella MORENO 
__ Michael BRAUNSTEIN 
__ Geoffrey BOERS 
__ James HINTHORNE 
__ Margaret SAHLSTRAND 
__ Carolyn. THOMAS 
John ALWIN 
__ Roger FOUTS 
__ Jerry HOGAN 
(ROSTERS\AOl.LCAI.L94; June 21. 11194) 
Date 
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET 
Cmni£ IVoMeT? 
~, I 
Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary directly after the 
) meeting. Thank you. 
J 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
October 6, 1994 
Ivory Nelson 
President 
Central Washington University 
Campus 
Dear President Nelson: 
Faculty Senate 
This letter is in response to the memo of July 29, 1994, from Mike Bigelow of the Office of F'mancial 
Management. This memo was concerning 1995-1997 higher education reduction package submittals. F'ust, 
the faculty of Central Washington University wish to express our appreciation for the gesture extended in 
adding a "stage three" to the process, namely, allowing additional time for faculty to become involved in the 
planning. We must inform the OFM, however, of the limits to which we have been involv~ 
The shared governance structure of our institution has evolved to function primarily during the regular nine-
month school year, which, for us, began on September 19. Consequently, only a very limited number of 
faculty have addressed this issue directly since the memo was received: the Faculty Senate Chair since early 
August, and the Executive and· Budget Committees of the Faculty Senate since the beginning of the nine-
month school year. Further, we have not obtained the electronically generated form or the further 
instructions to which the memo refers. Lacking specific administrative skills among ourselves, and not 
having complete information, we must limit the scope of our response to reflect the way in which faculty 
have impacted the decisions of this university. 
Faculty were involved throughout the 1993-1994 school year in the budget process determining the present 
disposition of funds. This included a reduction in the base budget to meet the required 2.4% reduction. 
Due to the scheduling of the new reduction request, faculty will not be able to be involved in the specifics of 
the proposal. 
Faculty have long been involved, however, in defining the educational principles and priorities by which the 
university functions. Most recently, these principles and priorities have been expressed in our Strategic Plan. 
We, the faculty, believe that the actual decisions in this reduction planning process must be made by our 
professional administrators, with the mandate that their decisions accurately reflect the principles and 
priorities of the institution. To the extent that the Strategic Plan accurately expresses those principles and 
priorities, the task for our administrators is clear. 
As this is written, we have examined the attached draft proposals from both the President in conjunction 
with the Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs, and from the Provost. We defer to and support 
the figures given in these proposals. However, we wish to express some additional concerns regarding the 
impact of the proposed reductions on the effectiveness of the university in fulfilling its mission. 
Higher Education in Washington has sustained a series of cuts in funding over the past several biennia. 
These have bet<.n largely for the expressed purpose of increasing efficiency. We do not dispute that--
particularly near the beginning of the cuts--efficiency was probably somewhat increased. We do maintain, 
Barge 409 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg. WA 98926-7509 • 509-963-3231 • SCAN 453-3231 • FAX 509-963-3206 
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however, that a cut of the magnitude now proposed would unavoidably go far beyond efficiency, and would, 
instead limit very severely the ability of this university to maintain either the quality of what it now offers or 
the number of students it now serves. 
An examination of either of the proposals attached will reveal that very little remains in this university to be 
cut other than positions, either faculty or staff. When one speaks of "budget and FTE" they are, in our case, 
basically one and the same. Furthermore, FfE will inevitably translate not only into faculty and staff FTE, 
but into student FfE as well, and, we believe, .much more seriously than stated or implied in either of the 
proposals. 
First, the numbers of faculty that would need to be cut in order to reach the target dollar amounts is 
probably not accurate, because several considerations would cause cuts to come largely from among lower 
paid faculty. The considerations include labor laws as well as sections 11.25, 11.30, 11.40, 5.45, and 5.50 of 
our Faculty Code. The numbers of faculty shown in the proposals seem to be based upon average salaries. 
It would take a larger number of lower paid faculty to save the same amount of money. 
Another consideration emanating from the Faculty Code concerns the amount of notice that must be given 
to an employee prior to termination. Essentially, it would not be possible to release faculty during the first 
year of the biennium, so cuts would have to be doubled in the second year. This would result in an even 
greater reduction in faculty. 
A larger reduction in faculty would, in tum, force a larger reduction in student FTE. A larger reduction in 
student FfE would further reduce income from tuition, which would further increase the reduction of 
faculty, as expressed on the second page of the President's proposal. Additionally, neither of the attached 
proposals goes into a second or third iteration of the chain of events set in motion by the initial cut. In 
summary, it would seem most likely that the impact of the proposed cuts would seriously reduce the number 
of students this university could serve. 
There are other considerations. For one example, it would seem likely that our commitment to maintaining 
our established policies on minority retention or gender equity might have specific impacts on program 
offerings that we cannot predict at this time. For another, we1 the faculty, believe strongly that, even if our 
numbers were reduced as outlined in the proposals, the remaining faculty would not be able to function 
efficiently without all or most of the staff we presently have. Faculty already do many things they are not 
skilled at doing, simply because sufficient staff is not available. This is blatant inefficiency, and it exists 
already because of previous cuts that have been made in the name of efficiency. 
To our knowledge, no accounting has yet been done of how much it might cost this university to pay for 
unemployment benefits if faculty were laid off. Similarly, there would be the issue of annual leave, sick 
leave, and compensatory time for staff. These expenses would be substantial--perhaps enough to launch yet 
another round of reductions, resulting in yet further loss of student FTE. 
Finally, if the present call for reductions is being made for the sake of efficiency, yet another matter should 
be considered. Previous cuts were made for efficiency. We have observed that those cuts have already gone 
beyond efficiency. Nevertheless, the university is, at the present time, fairly efficiently configured. The 
various units which comprise the whole are somewhat correctly sized in relation to one another and the way 
they serve one another. If substantial units of the university were eliminated, then remaining units very likely 
would not be properly sized to serve the remainder, resulting in inefficiency rather than efficiency. 
If the present call for reductions is being made not for efficiency, but, rather, solely to reduce expenses, then 
we would point out to the OFM that they must recognize that fact and act with the knowledge that the 
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reductions called for will impact this university in at least three ways: (1) Under any of the scenarios 
presented, the ability of the university to serve students will be affected, either in the quality of service or 
the number served, and probably both. (2) The extent of the cut, when expressed in numbers of faculty and 
students, will be greater than the percentage specified, for the reason that salary ranges involved will be to 
the lower side of the average. (3) The outcome of any of the scenarios presented will be a decrease in 
efficiency rather than an increase. For these reasons, we do not support any further reductions. 
~H/rVtO .. _ .- . ~ . Bobby'Cw{Jmm~~~ 
Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
D~~=Y 
Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
~~ 
Charles Rubin, At-Large Member 
Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
!J~~ 
Barney Erickson, Past Chair 
Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
sf:t:SN 
~;JMA 
Don Cocheba, Chair 
Faculty Senate Budget Committee 
0?.~ 
James Bailey 
Faculty Senate Budget Co 
f~~® 
Faculty Senate Budget Committee 
-o.~~ 
Wayne Klemin 
Faculty Senate Budget Committee 
~v.~~ 
Thomas Yeh 
:·:~ B~dge;t:t• '---
[c:\wpdocs\budget\10-5-94.of2] 
To the Faculty Senate: October 10, 1994 
We wish to applaud the efforts and product of the committee that 
developed a new instrument for student evaluation of instructors. It 
clearly represents much thought and harg work; it appears to deal 
effectively with a broad range of scholarly )pedagogical issues. 
Acting within what we take to be our mandate, the Campus Climate Task 
Force proposes two additional items to be included on the evaluation 
forms. These items would be presented as positive statements regarding 
the instructor's classroom management and manner of dealing with 
students. Students would respond to the statements by indicating their 
level of agreement. Provision would be made for the students to make 
written comments clarifying their responses so that professors will be 
better able to make appropriate changes in their classroom methods or 
manner. We hope the information gained and the actions taken will 
contribute to an overall improvement of classroom climate on the campus. 
We propose the following items: 
1. The instructor treats all students fairly and with respect, regardless of 
sex, race or age. (Use comment sheet for examples or recommendations.) 
Always 1 2 3 4 5 6 Never 
2. The instructor establishes and maintains a classroom atmosphere which 
is conducive to learning. (Use comment sheet for examples or 
recommendations.) 
Always 1 2 3 4 5 6 Never 
Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to discussing this 
important matter with you. 
Sincerely, 
(j~"M64tr--
linda Ruffer Bob Brown 
Campus Climate Task Force Co-chairs 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Faculty Senate 
Faculty Senators, Department Chalra, Deana and Academic Admlnlenton 
- PIMN wre thl• lnform•tlon with your coii#Niflun -
Sidney Nenelroad, Chair 
Faculty Se .. e 
September 19, 1994 
CURRICULUM PLANNING & PROCEDURES GUIDE (FINAL DRAFT) 
The Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee held two public hearings In June 1994 
on the Initial draft of the proposed .. Curriculum Planning and Procedures• guide. 
As a result of the commentary and suggestions received during the hearing 
process, the Curriculum Committee now presents Its final draft of the guide for 
your review. 
The Senate Curriculum Committee plans to present this draft to the Faculty 
Senate for discussion and vote at the Senate's October 12, 1994 meeting (3:10 
p.m. In SUB 204-205). When approved by the Faculty Senate, this .. Curriculum 
Planning and Procedures" guide will become the official curriculum policy of the 
university. 
All Interested parties are Invited to attend the Faculty Senate meeting on 
October 12. 
aft 
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CURRICULUM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
INTRODUCTION 
This manual describes the policies and procedures through which curricular proposals 
are prepared and approved at Central Washington University. The Faculty Senate 
Curriculum Committee is responsible for keeping the Curriculum Policies and 
Procedures Manual up to date. It is approved by the Faculty Senate and the Provost I 
Vice-President for Academic Affairs. 
Curriculum Defined 
The word curriculum refers to individual courses or academic programs offered by the 
University. An academic program is a combination of courses related to a common 
theme, all of which contribute to a common purpose and lead to a specific goal (major, 
minor, certificate, etc.). 
The curriculum is the University's primary means for providing learning opportunities for 
its students. The University is responsible for its curriculum. 
General Principles 
All course and program changes, additions and deletions will be considered in terms of 
their effect upon the academic mission of the University and their adherence to 
curriculum policies as outlined in this manual. Care ~ill be exercised to avoid needless 
duplication and to assess the effects of curriculum changes on other departments. 
Whenever questions of curriculum policy are raised by curriculum proposals, the 
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee should be consulted. Whenever questions or 
concerns of an administrative nature are raised, the appropriate deans should be 
consulted. 
Proposals to add new major and degree programs are subject to review by the Faculty 
Senate, the Provost I Vice President for A1::ademic Affairs, the Board of Trustees, and 
the Washington State Higher Education Coordinating Board or other State agencies. A 
change in level (e.g., Bachelor's to Master's or Master's to Bachelor's Degree) or type of 
degree (e.g., B.~ .• B.S., B.F.A.) .is _defined as a new degree program. 
DOMAIN OF THE FACULTY IN CURRICULUM MAilERS 
The teaching faculty collectively is the major force governing the curriculum of the 
University. The faculty acts through the departments, the Faculty Senate Curriculum 
Committee, and the Faculty Senate to complete the curricular process. 
Departments have the responsibility to develop specific courses and programs and to 
initiate course/program changes. The Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee reviews 
the proposals and Faculty Senate acts on them. 
The Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee (FSCC) reports to the Faculty senate and 
makes recommendations to the Senate concerning the following: 
1. All curriculum policies, including policy recommendations from university 
committees and offices concerned with the curriculum (e.g., General Education 
Committee, University Professional Education Council, Graduate Council, 
Cooperative Education Office, Academic Services, Registrar's Office, Deans' and 
Provost's Offices); 
2. New programs or new options to existing programs; 
3. Course additions to existing programs that extend the number of credits required 
beyond the upper limits specified in the Curriculum Policies and Procedures 
Manual or beyond the limits previously approved by the Faculty Senate; 
4. Revisions to the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual. 
The FSCC has supervisory authority to review and make recommendations on aD 
University curricular and program proposals presented to it for academic integ'rity and 
intellectual quality, as well as for the clarity of course and program descriptions. The 
committee screens curriculum proposals to assure their compliance with the Curriculum 
Policies and Procedures Manual. 
The General Education Comrl)ittee is responsible for reviewing and recommending 
policies regarding the general education rE!quirements and the general education 
program itself. The General Education Committee reports to the Provost and makes its 
specific curricular recommendations to the Faculty Senate who may then direct them to 
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee. 
PROCEDURES FOR CURRICULUM CHANGE 
1. Proposals for curriculum change may be initiated by students, faculty members, 
. or de~n~. but the approval process begins at the department level. 
2. Provided that proposals are originally drafted well enough to proceed through 
the process without hindrances, they should be through the entire process in one 
quarter or less (see Curriculum Flow Chart, Appendix A}. 
3. Deans begin the review process by having credit evaluatorS in the Academic 
Services Office check proposals for availability of course number, clarity and 
accuracy of course description, title, credits, and class listing, and correct 
addition. Proposals are then returned to the dean who checks to assure course I 
program consistency with department goals and for budget capacity of the 
school or college. (The specific check list is printed on the reverse side of all 
transmittal forms.} The dean or committee rejecting a proposal will return it as 
indicated on the Curriculum Flow Chart with explanation. 
4. Curriculum Summary Logs (see Appendix D), which are compiled by the 
Provost's Office, will be used to notify the following people of current proposals: 
department chairs, schooVcollege deam;, the Provost, the Faculty Senate, the 
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, and the General Education Committee. 
Logs are also published on GOCAT, the University Gopher. 
Items appearing on this log (other than those requiring approval by the Faculty 
Senate) will be automatically approved on the Proposed Approval Date unless a 
concern is raised by one of the people receiving the log. The Proposed Approval 
. Date, assigned by the Provost's Office, is the date of the FSCC meeting 
immediately following the day the committee first reviews the log (Notification 
Date on the log). The time between the Notification Date and the Proposed 
Approval Date will be at least two weeks. If concerns are raised, approval may 
be delayed while the Curriculum Committee contacts the originator of the 
proposal and concerned departments. 
5. ·In most cases, changes are implemented at the beginning of the quarter after 
approval. 
Curriculum changes may be implemented as follows: (a) in cases requiring 
Senate approval, as soon as they appear in the published minutes of the Senate, 
or (b) in all other cases, on the Proposed Approval Date as indicated on the 
Cur!iculum Summary Log (provided no objections have been made). 
Changes must t1e implemented no later than their publication in the public 
document appropriate to the action. Examples of such documents are the 
printed University Catalog, the electronic catalog, the quarterly Class Schedule, 
and the course change sheet distributed at registration. These publications shall 
reflect changes at the earliest opportunity. 
Curriculum policy changes shall not be applied retroactively. 
6. In order for changes to be incorporated into the upcoming university catalog, 
approved proposals must reach the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research or 
the Registrar by January 15 of the year of publication. 
Guidelines for Writing Program and Course Descdptions for the UniversitY Catalog 
Th_ese guidelines are used with curriculum transmittal fonns (Appendices 81 - 84). 
program Descriptions -Descriptions for new or changed programs will follow this format 
(include only items that pertain): 
1. Department name, chair, office location and phone number. 
2. List of Professors, Associate Professors, and Assistant Professors who teach in 
the program, and their respective specialties, if appropriate. 
3. Program descriptions: 
a. ·Title. 
b. Special fees; concurrent course stipulations; unique off-campus 
locations; maximum number of students admitted; cooperative effort with 
other universities, businesses, or governmental entities. 
c. Special admission requirements (e.g., GPA, class standing, completion of 
pre-admission courses, faculty recommendation, or required score on 
admission tests). 
d. Prerequisites for majors, explicitly stated. 
e. List of courses required. Each course will include only prefixes, numbers, 
titles, and credits, listed in the order they should be taken, or grouped by 
prefix or subject matter. 
f. Total credits required. 
4. List of specializations, options or minors available, and their advisors; courses 
required and electives. 
Course Descriptions--Descriptions for new or changed courses will follow this format: 
1. Prefix 
2. Number 
3. Title. Concisely and accurately describe the subject matter of the course. 
4. Credits 
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5. Prerequisites. Stated in terms of specific courses, minimum number of credits, 
skills or permission. Prerequisites are appropriate if: · 
a. Certain basic skills are needed for success in the course. 
b. A course is one of a sequence. 
c. A certain level of maturity and familiarity with the language of the 
discipline is necessary for success. 
6. Course Description. Describe content not methodology in twenty-five (25) words 
or less. Not necessary if course title is self-explanatory. 
7. Examples of other qualifications or restrictions: 
a. Not to be counted in major. 
b. May be repeated for credit (when subject matter differs) (to a maximum of 
credits. 
--
c. Same as ANTH 480. Student shall not receive credit for both. 
d. Grade may be S IU. 
CURRICULUM RULES 
1. Course numbering system: 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Senior 
Graduate 
1 00 through 199 
200 through 299 
300 through 399 
400 through 499 
500 through 700 
Courses should be numbered according to common fields of interest- (i.e., 
Literature, Bird Study, Tests and Measurements, etc.). Advanced courses 
should have the same last two numbers as beginning courses. Sequence 
courses covering allied subject matter should be numbered sequentially. 
The basic numbering system, both as it applies to the institution as a whole and 
to the grouping within subject fields, should be followed: 
Ending in 01 to 09 -
Ending in 1 0 to 89 -
Ending in 90 
Ending in 91 
Ending in 92 - 95 
Ending in 96 
Ending in 97 
Ending in 98 
Introduction to Broad Areas 
Regular Department Courses 
Cooperative Education 
Workshops 
Professional Laboratory Experiences, Practica, 
and Field Experience 
Individual Study. 1-6 credits. May be repeated 
if subject is different. 
Honors. 1-12 credits. Prerequisite, admission 
to department honors program. 
Special Topics. 1-6 credits. 
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Ending in 99 
Course No. 1 00 
Course No. 500 
Course No. 700 
Seminar. 1-5 credits. May be repeated if 
subject is different. 
Courses for which credit will not be 
counted toward degree requirements. 
Professional Development. 1-5 credits, which 
will not be coonted toward degree or certificate 
requirements. 
Thesis, Project and/or Examination. 1-6 
credits. 
A two-year moratorium exists on course numbers. (Course numbers may not be 
reused within a two-year period after they have been deleted.) 
2. Lower and upper-division courses (100 to 400 level courses) 
Lower-division courses are general introductions to a field of study. They are 
normally open to all students, not just those majoring in the field. 
Upper-division courses are more specific than lower-division courses and may 
require prerequisites (see 5 below). 
3. Graduate courses (courses numbered 500 to 700) 
Graduate courses numbered 501 and above are typically restricted to students 
who have a bachelor's degree and who have formally been admitted to a 
graduate program of the University. Competitive admission may be required for 
some programs. Students may be required to complete specific preparatory 
coursework before acceptance into a graduate program, especially when the 
student's undergraduate degree was in a different field of study. 
Seniors may enroll in graduate courses with the permission of the instructor and 
the department chair. Credit earned by seniors may meet either undergraduate 
or graduate program requirements, but not both. If the credit earned by a senior 
is to be applied to a graduate program, approval must be obtained from the 
Dean of Graduate Studies. 
Graduate curricula are usually more specialized than undergraduate curricula, 
focusing on a few academic or applied areas. Introductory courses and courses 
that can be approached by a student without extensive preparation are not 
appropriate to the graduate level. 
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Graduate courses assume comfortable use of the tenninology, knowledge-
gathering methods, practical skills, and basic understandings of the discipline. 
Nearly all graduate students have a grade point average above 3.0 for their last 
two undergraduate years, and therefore, graduate courses should challenge the 
learning skills of these students. Graduate instruction places a greater burden 
on library, equipment, faculty, and administrative resources than undergraduate 
study. Curriculum proposals must recognize these special demands. 
4. Cross listing 
Courses may be cross-listed between departments but must bear identical 
course descriptions, numbers, credits and titles . . 
5. Prerequisites 
Prerequisites to a course ~reappropriate if: 
a. Certain basic skills are needed for success in the course. 
b. A course is one of a sequence. 
c. A certain level of maturity and familiarity with the language of the 
discipline is necessary for success. 
Prerequisites may include: 
a. Specific courses (or their equivalents). 
b. Specific minimum credits in the discipline. 
c. Specific minimum college credits. 
d. Permission of the instructor or department. 
6. Restrictions on courses 
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the 
Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative Policy, departments must 
identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge or abilities) which the course or 
program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's 
ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements. (For 
more infonnation, see the complete ADA policy in CWU Policies 2-2.42.) · 
. . 
Students may elect courses with a number designated for the year beyond their 
actual class standing unless the course description specifies otherwise. 
Departments may restrict students from enrolling in lower-level courses if they 
have cOmpleted work in the discipline at a higher level, or they show competence 
in the lower level course content. 
Credit for a course may not be given more than once unless the catalog specifies 
otherwise. 
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7. Credit allocation to courses 
- One contact hour equals 50 minutes of contact with the intructor. 
- Courses allowed variable credit include workshops, practica, field experience, 
individual study, seminars, professional development, special topics, and 
thesis: · · 
- Credit should be appropriate for the work expected. 
a. Lecture, recitation, discussion, seminar, special topics: A minimum of 10 
contact hours and 20 hours of related work is required for each credit. 
b. Activity courses, laboratory courses, workshops, practica, field 
experience: A minimum of 20 contact hours and 10 hours of related work 
is required for each credit. 
c. Courses which combine components from a. and b. above are allocated 
credit based on the percentage of each component. 
d. Individual study, honors, thesis: A minimum of 30 hours of study is 
required per credit. 
8. Individual Study 
Individual Study courses (-96) are those that include study of specific topics that 
are not offered as existing courses. The Individual Study course may be 
repeated for credit. 
The Individual Study course is intended for individual students, not for groups of 
students. If the learning experience is intended for a group of students, it must 
be offered as a Special Topic course (-98) or a regular eourse. 
A student will be approved for Individual Study only if he/she has adequate 
background in the subject to undertake the study, sufficient scholastic ability to 
succeed in the task, and independent study skills sufficient to conduct the study. 
Faculty may agree to supervise Individual Study courses only in those cases 
when the content of the study is in the subject area specialty of the faculty 
member. 
Students wishing to register for Individual Study credit must confer with the 
appropriate department faculty member to determine the specific topic(s) to be 
studied, outline the study area, fill out an "lndiVfaual Study Permit" form, and 
obtain the approval signatures of the instructor and department chair. Students 
are given SJU or letter grades depending on the nature of the study. 
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Examples of inappropriate use o~ Individual Study include: 
a. Groups of students doing identical individtJal studies. 
b. Using Individual Study for internship. 
c. Using Individual Study for seminar. 
d. Using Individual Study for instructional or laboratory assistance. 
e. Using Individual Study for administrative assistance 
f. Using Individual Study for tutoring. 
g. Using Individual Study to duplicate an existing course. 
9. Workshops, Special Topics, Seminars (see Appendix C) 
Workshops (-91) are non-lecture courses which require students to research, 
develop, present, and discuss projects and ideas. No more than eight credits· 
can be applied to a master's program. Usually graded SIU. 
Special Topics ( -98) are courses offered on a trial basis and must meet 
standards applied to regular courses. 
Seminars ( -99) are courses in which students meet to report on and discuss 
research. 
Course proposals for workshops, special topics and seminars should be 
submitted on the proposal form for approval by the appropriate individuals as 
identified on the form (Appendix C). After final approval, the course may be 
offered for a period of three years. Any subsequent offering must be as a 
regular course, approved through the established curriculum process. 
10. Cooperative Education 
a. Introduction 
Cooperative Education (-90) is an individualized contracted field 
experience where the student is actively engaged in hands-on learning 
with business, industry, government, or social service agencies. This 
contractual arrangement involves a student learning plan, cooperating 
employer supervision, and faculty coordination. 
b. Minimum Requirements (departments may have additional requirements): 
1. 
2. 
3. 
The student is in good academic standing. 
The contracted field experience is directly related to the student's 
major field orstudy and/or career goal. . 
The student has completed the appropriate prerequisite courses 
and possesses the required skills and knowledge. 
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4. The student must have a departmental faculty cooperative 
education (co-op) advisor. 
5. The student must complete at least 45 credits prior to enrolling in 
290, at least 15 credits at CWU. 
6. The student must complete a minimum of 90 total credit hours with 
·10 or more credits in his/her major to enroll in 490. 
c. Program Enrollment: 
1. The student must complete and submit the learning agreement 
form for registration. 
2. Students may register for Cooperative Education courses 
numbered 290, 490 and 590. Credits are variable 1-5 for 290, 1-12 
for 490, and 1-8 for 590 level courses. 
3. The student may count 20 credits toward graduation of which 10 
may be at the 290 level and or transfer credits. No more than 8 
credits may be applied to a graduate degree. 
4. Courses may be repeated when objectives and activities are 
different. 
d. Awarding of Credits 
1. A minimum of 40 hours is required for each credit. 
2. A means of evaluation is established between the student, the 
employer, and the faculty co-op advisor. Grading is SIU; letter 
grade is optional if approved by the faculty co-op advisor. 
3. If the field experience is terminated by the employer or academic 
department, the student will not receive credit. 
4. Credit will not be given for field or work-study experience 
completed prior to registration. 
5. The contracted field experience may or may not be a paid position. 
6. The Cooperative Education Program is subject to periodic review 
and assessment, completed at least once every five years. 
Routine review of evaluations from employers, faculty, and 
students occurs on a quarterly basis along with a continuous 
review of field placement sites. 
e. Student Supervision and Coordination 
1. The employer/supervisor is identified on the learning agreement 
form. 
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2. The faculty co-op advisor must contact the employer/supervisor 
and the student at least twice each .quarter. 
11 . Professional Development Courses 
12. 
Professional Development {500) course proposals will have the following catalog 
description: 
DEPT 500: Professional Development {1-5). Development topics and 
issues for inservice and continuing education of professionals. Not 
applicable to degrees nor institutional requirements for endorsements or 
teaching certificates offered through the University. Usually graded 5/U. 
Departmental addition of a 500 catalog entry will follow the normal curriculum 
process for course additions {Appendix B). Specific 500 courses will follow 
normal Special Topics approval process {Appendix C). There is no limit on the 
number of times such a course may be offered. 
Master's Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination 
Master's Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination {700) course proposals will 
have the following catalog description: 
Dept 700. Master's Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination {1-6). 
Prerequisite, permission of chair of student's graduate faculty supervisory 
committee. Designed to credit and record supervised study for the 
master's thesis, non-thesis project, studio project, public recital, and/or 
examination. Grade will be S IU. May be repeated for credit. 
13. Off-Campus Courses 
The ProvosWice President for Academic Affairs or designee has authority 
to approve courses to be taught off-campus for credit. Each request will be 
considered on an individual basis and must be submitted on the correct 
transmittal form (Appendix B). 
The following conditions must be met in order for a credit course to be taught off-
campus: 
a. The course must be a part of the University curriculum. 
b. The course must be taught by a member of the University faculty or 
a person approved by the appropriate department following the 
provisions of the Faculty Code for the appointment of faculty. 
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c. Students should have available the appropriate library materials, 
laboratories, special equipment and other facilities the course may 
require. · 
14. Non-Credit Offerings 
15. 
As a part of the continuing education of the general public, the University offers 
opportunities for learning which do not carry academic credit. Conferences, 
worX.shops, institutes, seminars, symposia, short courses and similar learning 
activities are offered to individuals for professional development, learning new 
skills or general information. 
The subject matter (content) of non-credit offerings must be consistent with the 
University mission and should reflect the general nature of the institution. They 
must not duplicate or compete for enrollment with credit bearing courses. Wrth 
approval of the Provost, non-credit courses may be offered out-of-state or out-of-
country. 
International Study Courses 
The administration and faculty of Central Washington University are dedicated to 
offering broad academically sound opportunities for living and learning in 
international/intercultural settings. Programs will be structured as an integral part 
of the Academic Program. Programs will be institution-wide in concept, 
objectives and implementation. 
a. The Director of International Programs, in concert with the Provost and 
the Academic Deans, is charged with coordinating and/or implementing all 
programs which involve either CWU students or CWU faculty. 
b. Cooperative, consortia or federated arrangements are encouraged among 
educational institutions with similar aims and goals. 
c. Recognizing the unique and diverse nature of international study, 
University-sponsored programs abroad will meet the same academic 
criteria as would be required of similar programs on the home campus. 
1. When credit is granted, the student's admission status will conform 
to the specific requirements of the Admissions Office. 
2. The teaching staff will consist of academic professionals' who meet 
the standards for similar programs on the campus. 
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3. The course offerings will meet equivalent standards and conditions 
as those offered on the campus. · 
4. Courses with FNST prefixes are not offered on campus and are 
available only in conjunction with lntema~ional Programs and 
Foreign languages Department. Credit to· be given depends upon 
the evaluation made by the office of International Programs. 
d. Travel programs per se or commercially sponsored ''Travel Study" 
programs will not be granted credit. 
RULES FOR DEGREES AND PROGRAMS 
Undergraduate Degrees 
The General Education program must be completed by all Bachelor's degree recipients. 
General Education courses outside of the major department that are specified in the 
degree program may be used to satisfy these General Education requirements. 
The Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) degree designation is reserved for those undergraduate 
programs which consist primarily of liberal arts study. They include approximately one-
third study of general education, one-third study in a specialization and one-third study 
in free electives. Majors may not exceed 75 quarter credits and the minimum number 
of credits required for the degree is 180. 
The Bachelor of Science (B.S.) degree designation is reserved for those undergraduate 
programs which emphasize the study of science, or a technical or professional field. 
They include the general education program, a specialization and free elective courses. 
Majors may not exceed 110 quarter credits. Usually the recipient of the B.S. is ready 
for immediate entrance into a career in the field of specialization. The minimum number 
of credits required for the degree is 180. 
The Bachelor of Arts in Education (B.A. Ed.) degree designation is reserved for three 
undergraduate programs which are intended to prepare teachers (Early Childhood 
Education, Elementary Education and Special Education). They include the general 
education program, professional specialization, professional education study and free 
elective courses. The minimum number of credits required for the degree is 180. 
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The Bachelor of Music (B.Mus.) degree designation is reserved for those 
undergraduate programs which are intended to prepare students for professional 
careers in music. They include the general education program, a specialization and 
free elective courses. Majors shall be limited according to the policy governing 
professional degrees (see below). The min!mum number of credits required for the -
~egree is 180. 
Other Bachelor's degrees may be offered where extended professional instruction is 
shown to be necessary to qualify students to engage in specific professional or 
occupational fields for which neither the Bachelor of Arts nor the Bachelor of Science 
designation is appropriate. No more than 11 0 credits beyond the General Education 
requirements may be specified in a program for such degrees. Although all of these 
credits may be in one department, programs of large size should draw as widely as 
possible from the resources of other departments. 
Exceptions to the credit limits for major concentrations for all undergraduate degrees 
may be granted by the Senate upon justification by the proposing department which 
shall include, but not be limited to, documentary evidence of the following: 
1. Standards established by a national accrediting organization for the 
program. The accreditation process must accredit the program, not the 
student. 
2. Programs of similar content and size offered at comparable institutions of 
higher education. · 
3. Contemporary employment practices in the involved profession. 
All programs in which more than a total of 180 credits are required in order for the 
student to graduate must clearly be labeled in the catalog as 5-year programs. 
Graduate Degrees 
The Master of Arts (M.A.) degree designation is appropriate for those graduate study 
programs in the arts, humanities and certain social science areas as determined by the 
Graduate Council. 
The Master of Science (M.S.) degree designation is appropriate for those graduate 
study programs in the sciences, mathematics, certain social sciences and other fields 
not covered by the Master of Arts or other professional degree designations. · 
The Master of Education (M.Ed.), MaSter of Fine Arts (M.F.A.), Master of Music (M.M.) 
and other designations of the form Master of (professional field) are used for those 
graduate study programs in professional areas with a distinct professional practice 
emphasis. 
Certificate Programs 
Certificate programs are courses of study that usually do not lead to degrees and are of 
shorter duration than degree programs. They are usually highly specialized career 
programs and are occa_si~nally geared for admission to licensing-or career entrance 
~~. . 
Jeacher preoaratjon Programs 
All teacher preparation programs require the Professional Education Program 
Sequence (49-54 credits) plus the Elementary or Secondary Emphasis. 
1. Elementary Level: 
-Each department which prepares students in subjects commonly taught in the 
elementary schools may offer, if approved: 
a. A major of 45 credits for ·etementary teachers if the major is in a single 
discipline. For teaching in regular or self-contained elementary school 
classrooms the major must be~ accompanied by the Elementary Education 
minor. 
b. One or more minors of at least 24 credits for elementary teachers. If a 
minor is not endorsable, the student must complete a second 
endorsement following graduation. 
2. Secondary Level: 
Each department which prepares students in subjects commonly taught in the 
secondary schools may offer, if approved: · 
a. One or more majors of 45-60 credits for secondary teachers. The courses 
may or may not be from a single discipline. Students choosing such 
majors must complete a minor or sufficient credits in another discipline to 
be endorsed for teaching. 
b. One or more minors of at least twenty-four (24) credits for secondary 
teachers. 
c. A 60-75 credit interdisciplinary broad area major. No more than 60 credits 
from the department offering this major may be used to satisfy the major 
requirement for graduation. At least 15 credits must be from one or more 
other departments. A minor is not required. 
d. A 60-75 credit .major in which all courses may be from one department. 
This major must require two to four courses in each of four or more areas 
distinctly different in content, skills and materials and commonly taught in 
the secondary schools. A minor is not required. 
AP.-u!DIXA 
CURRICULUM ROW CHART 
DEPARTMENT/PROGRAM 
Develops proposals using the appropriate transmittal forms. After approvll by the deparm.t ctlairlprogram director, the original and thr11 (3) 
copies of the proposal are stnt to the schoolfcollage dean's office. 
I 
SCHOOL/COUISE DEAN'S OFRCE 
• Reviews proposals. 
• Sends all proposals to Academic Services (credit evaluatorsl for technicll miew. Acadlmic Slrvica returns proposals to the schooUcollege 
dun with any oJScrapanciasnrregularitles noted. 
• Retums rejected proposals to departments with explanation. 
• Sends proposals to the Dean of Professional Studies if they affect programs for the preparation of school personnel. After taking 
appropriate action, the Dean of Professional Studies returns proposals to the scnooUcollege dun. 
• Sends proposals to the Dean of Graduate Studies if they affect graduate programs. After taking appropriate action, the Dean of Grlduatt 
Studies returrJS proposals to the schooUcollage dean. 
• Forwards approved proposals to the Provost's Office. 
I 
PROVOST'S OFRCE 
• Enters aU proposals on the Curricullll'l Surnnary Log. Distnbutes Sllll1llrY to the Provost, scfloollcollege deans, departmant chairs llld the 
FSCC. 
• Forwards the foUowing proposals to the Faculty Senate Curriculum COIIIIIittM (FSCCJ: 
1. New programs or new options to existing programs. 
2. Course additions to existing programs that extend the n1111ber of crecits required beyond the upper fmits specifl8d in the Curricul1111 
PoUcies and Procedures Manual 175 for BA; 110 for BSI or beyond the linits pmiously approved by the Faculty Senate. 
Unless objections arise, the proposals wiD be automaticaUy approved two Wilks after the FSCC has been notified (the proposed approvll data 
wiD be noted on the Summary log). 
I 
FACULTY SENATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
• Reviews proposals for new programs, new options to existing progr11111, and course additions to existing programs that excetd the upper 
linit of credits. Rejacted proposals are returned to the Provost with uplanation. Approved proposals ara forwarded to the Faculty Senate. 
• Reviews the Curriculum Summary Log. T ekes action within two waeks if there are concerns and notifi8S Provost. Otherwise no funher 
ICtion is required. 
I 
FACULTY SENATE 
Acts on proposals for new programs, new options to existing programs, course additions to existing programs that exceed the 
upper limitt of credits. and curriculum changes affecting the General Education Program, and returns them to the Provost. 
I 
PROVOST'S OFFICE 
• Returns rejected proposals to school/collage daan with explanation. 
• Forwards appropriate proposals to the Higher Education Coordinating Board IHECB). 
• Forwards HECB approved proposals to the President and Board of Trustaes. 
• Forwards copies of all approved proposals to the Registrar or Dean of Graduate Studies and Rasaarch for entry into tha catalog. 
• Notifies depanments of approved proposals. 
• Maintains original proposals in the Provost's Office. 
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APPEIDIX I (1) 
PlEASE mE- THIS FORII WILL IE USED AI OFFICIALIOT1FICAnOI FOil CIIAIGES TO THE OI.UIE AID PIIITtD CATALOL -
.u.m __________________________________ __ 
~~------------------------------------~---------
Does tlis propoSIIeffect progr11111 for the prapntian of achoalperSOIIIIII? C Y11 C No 
Pf yes. tlis propoullllllt be routed tlv.,. the DUI of Profession~~ Studils for rnilw by the eppraprilte Cent• COIIIIittal 
Complete the folowing information as it is proposed to ...-in the Clt.-g: 
Date of ~lion:. _________ _ cou. _____________ _ 
D..-ntll __________________ _ 
~~-------------------------
I. BACKGROUNO ANQ RATIONALE 
Anildl inf1111111ti1n folowing this format 
m __ _ 
1. rn.am IS it is proposed to be offnl St•l"l iiiW CIU1II. 
2. .lultification for the eddtion incWnQ any progr1111 that lillY be daetad IS the reUt ol tlis iiiW 
propn. 
3. lllfiCI Oil clepertnwltellold, inciiJcilt wbet f eNty IISOIICIS wi be reassigned or reeloc:etlll 
end ldcitionll fiCUty to be hired ibilg the mt tJJ• y•s. 
4. Proilcted 1101t-flmty staffing needs to IIWifl the propn. 
5. Projected ltlldlnt anrotn.lt for IICh qlllftl!l over the nut three y..s IIIII special edcitionll 
coda 111111 students wi be reqlired to PlY· 
B. Projlcted space needs to IUppOit the Pf19lll\ (office. clessroolm.laboretory). 
7. R.elltecl aiTiaiUn chlngu that wi r.ut lnlm dis i'iiW 1Jf09'11ft. 
B. DeUied costJ for ~ling the pr~ by qlllft•. over lhl nut tine yars. 
3. Source of llkitionalli$cll rUDUfca needlllto ~t the progrllft. 
1 o. u• m.e~ernents molved tor nlldents to ~· thl PfOWIIft. Pt b tnlll'lled • mtjtr 
e.! be ~ted in siJ qlllfti!IS of~ chisiaa wmt IIIIIIIIIU11!1'1 ~ Clll be ecquirlll 
in 1 nlnirun of ttAt qlllftl!ll.) 
11. D8plftJ'IWitl effected by the naw progr-. (Attldi epprDYIIIIners from -" dep~~tn~Mt 
chlir.) 
In eckilion to tile above. the doc:lllwrtation nust ..._ II reqaQments det-.. in till 
Guidlllna fDf Pnlgrlm n.nning 11111 Appmr/ It W~ Pill* ffiii·Y .. 
CoiBgu 1/W UIIMnitiu isJued by the Higlllr Elb:ltion Coonlinlting 8olrd. 
APP110VALS 
Originator: 
DeplltiiWit Cbli': 
Dean: (Acallenik SlrYicts initial when chei:klill ( I 
Dun of ProfassioMI Studes fif applicabll): 
Dun of Grildultt Studies 6f applicable): 
FSCCISenlta Cha 
Provost fif appllcablel: 
Date FSCC Notifilll: __________ _ 
-·r.: Forwwded to Catalog: ________ _ 
-~ 
ll P110GRAM OVERVIEW 
Attldl illfllnMtial flllwint tlil ror.t 
1. ~,.... dllir, offici foCition _.phone ........ 
l.list of Profluors. Asailtl Profeuon. IIIII Assistant Profuscn wilD taech In till 
pr.-, IIIII tl'llir rapctlw ~if llllll'opriltt. 
3. Propn dlsaiptials: 
L TniL 
b. Splc:iel f• ~ cawe ~ "*'-ott~ loCitions; muilun 
..n. of studlftts e*ittet coopntivltffort with athlr urnlf'lities. bulitla-. 
orgoNr•r•tJI..mila. 
c. Splc:ielldniuion ••••u No GPA. dw stlllllag. ~of~ 
lllkliSiion c--. f.uty I1ICOII'IIIRflt or,...... ICOI'I on edllissiDn tests). 
d. Prn!PsitiS for ..;n. aqicitJy stet& 
e. lilt of CCIII'SII fllllliNL 
f. Totll allits ,..._ 
4. Uat of specilirJtions. a,tilas or nillors eVIilble. IIIII tl'llir advi~~~~~; cusu r..-. 
..tellctivll. 
SiQnllln Date 
515194 SEE REVERSE FOR QUESDO•s 
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QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED BY DEPARTMENT CHAIRS WHEN REVIEWING NEW PROGRAM OR PROGRAM 
CHANGE PROPOSALS PRIOR TO SUBMITTING THEM. 
Is the entire department aware of this proposal? Was this a department decision? 
Which instructors are capable of teaching the specific courses in the program? What happens 
if one or more leave? 
What areas of the department need strengthening and how wiD this new program or program 
change affect that area and the others? 
Are all "hidden" prerequisites identified? 
Are the courses and numbers in proper sequence? 
Is the addition correct for total credits? 
Are all costs identified and itemized? 
Are the number of students indicated who are affected by the program? 
Are all departments whose courses are included or deleted informed and the acknowledgment 
letters attached to this form? 
Have all questions related to the individual courses been addressed? Are the correct transmittal 
forms for new courses attached? 
Does the program addition or change reflect a new direction? 
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) 
Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge or abilities) which the 
course or program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without 
accommodation) to perform the essential elements. 
APPEIDIX 812] 
COPY BOlli SIDES 
.ROGRA 
PlEASE nPE- THIS FORII WILL BE USEO AI OFFICIAL IDTIFICAnOI FOI CIIAHU TO THE 01-Wl Alii PIUITED CATALOI. 
J~lrt~------------------------------------- Detl •• 
Does this proposal affect Pf1911111 f01 the prtpntion of IChaal penGMII7 C Yes C Ne 
(If yes. this propollllllllt be routllltllroiVJihl D• of Profession~~ Stlllies fill revilw by lhii!IIWDPriltl Cent• Connittal 
CCJ111111ete lhl following ilf011111tian 11 it IPP'IfS in the 1111-iae Clt.-g: C llljor c .... 
co-. ________________________________ ___ 
~-r~------------------------------- ~r~'---------------------------------
C ~~~~~ C1wlge C f'n91111 Delation Brief D~ of Propolll f01 C11riaUn S1mNry Log (10 wordl 0111111 
I. BACKGBQUNQ AND RATIONALE 
Attach infDIIIIItion folowilg dis fDIIIIII: 
1. Slmtwy of changes. 
2. T ast of the progr1111 incolporlting both old end naw versions. folowilg these liiting ~ 
111 brlclr.et adcitions; (b) liM througll deletions; (c)lllderlill cflanl)es il wording. 
3. A c1u1 copy of the proanm 11 it is propo* to be offarlll. Star I" I new cowsas. 
4. Justification fill the dllngL 
5. l~on~IDIL 
&. I~ on instructionll casu. 
7. Rtllted cwricukJn tblnges that wi raMI from dis propoud change. 
B. Attldl notification unt to dlllrl of ~~ eHected. 
9. Uniqultinl an.rtalnvolved in c~ the revised IJIOWIIII. Ot is priSII!IId 11111j01 t11 be 
complatld in sixi(UittWI of IIIII* division work and ell'llstar's degree c111 be acquired ina 
nilirun of tine qulltn.) 
1 o. Provilions fill allowiug amntly aollltiiiiUdlllls to wlduate. 
In adcition to the abovl. the dclc:lll*ltation lllllt addms • flqli'~m~~~ts dallied in the 
Guidlinu for P111gt'1111 Pfllllling Md Appmr.llt Wuhingttlll PuiJik Fow·r-
Col,_ B1J Unmnitiu issued by the lfp Etllcltion Coonlinatilg Bon. 
APPROVALS 
Originater: 
O~artment Dlai: 
Dean: IAcldlnic Services mill when checkllll I I 
Dean of Professional Studies ~~ app6cablel: 
Dean of Grltluate Studies 61 appicablel: 
FSCCISenlte Chair 
Provost fif 1J1116clblel: 
Date FSCC Notified:-------------------
lltflco 
Date forwarded to Catalov:'----------------
)515194 
II. PftOGRAM OVERVIEW 
Attlell infDmlltilll falowlng tlil fonlllt: 
1. D~ 1111111. ell*, officlllcltion _. ...._ I'UNIIr. 
2. List of Professan. Aueciltl Prota.s. ..t Auistllt ProfiiiGI's who t~Kb ilae 
propn. ...... rllfJIClill ....... if~ .. 
3.~~ 
e. rltll. 
b. Specill lea; C8llal'lft COinlltipulltillll; ~ oH~ loCitilla: --. 
ru.- of studMtJ 16rittllt ...,...etiva eHIIt wid! otlllr IIMnilill, 
busilwll, Ill QONiitelt ....... 
c. 8plcill Utissialr"*••u q.. GPA. ella......,~ If llft-
......aon CDIDII. flally ~ 01......-ICDI'I on ais1iDn tiSbL 
d. l'nr~ll fill t'AijorJ. u,ldtly ltltiiL 
e. lilt of COII'SII......_ 
f. TDtll aelltu..--
4. List of~ options • nilors mWIL _,lhli ldvisan: C*l1ll r..-.. 
..tlllctivtll. 
Signatwe Dltt 
........ 
SEE REVERSE FOil QUESTIONS 
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QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED BY DEPARTMENT CHAIRS WHEN REVIEWING NEW PROGRAM OR PROGRAM 
CHANGE PROPOSALS PRIOR TO SUBMITTING THEM 
Is the entire department aware of this proposal? Was this a department decision? 
Which instructors are capable of teaching the specific courses in the program? What happens 
if one or more leave? 
What areas of the department need strengthening and how will this new program or program 
change affect that area and the others? 
Are all"hidden" prerequisites identified? 
Are the courses and numbers in proper sequence? 
Is the addition correct for total credits? 
Are all costs identified and itemized? 
Is the number of students indicated who are affected by the program? 
Are all departments whose courses are included or deleted informed and the acknowledgment 
letters attached to this form? 
Have all questions related to the individual courses been addressed? Are the correct transmittal 
forms for new courses attached? 
Does the program addition or change reflect a new direction? 
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) 
Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge or abilities) which the 
course or program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without 
accommodation) to perform the essential elements. 
AftDDIXBQI 
con BOTH SIDES 
PLEASE TYPE- THIS FORII WIU BE USED AS OFF1CIAliiTif1CAnOI FOil awt1ES TilliE ~E AID PIIIITED CATALDI. 
~~------------------------------------ ~~----~-----------------------------
Dou dis...,.. tHICt progr11111 far till tnl*•tion of sdlaolpenDIIIII1 C Y• C • 
(If ya. t1i1 propoSIIIIIISt be rautlll t1nug11 the D1111 of Profeuianll Sllllils l!!f rl'riew by 1111 ........ Cllltlr c..it1a1 
COURSE AS IT IS PROPOSED TO APPUR II THE CATAlOI 
Abbmiltlll Tdll I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Title: Prtfii:_IIIINir._ Cndb:_ c..t tt.n:_ Fht o..tar Cow• to IIIOttnt 
D~ inclldDg pnrllllilitu I• U.S.). 
lmtnEdll Typc c l.lctlnllliscuS cs.nm c l'rlcticual c l.abentery 
Estinlcllf Elvalrnlld: Y•1: Y•2: 
Gr .. llptillt CuuarGr• CSIU 
T1is CCIInl wl be • ..,.lqllilite far the ••wing CO!ne(sl: 
I. BACKGROUND ANQ RAUQNALE 
Ana informltioa fallowilg dis 1111'11111: 
1. Juatlficltiol far 1111 edlltioa -' till t~~n~IML 
2. A IIIUillf Clllnl outlriL 
Y•3: 
3; klfiCt on •biiMitlllaed.lnc::ludifta what f.uty I1SOIRU wllllreusipd ar ra*alllf 
lllllldlltiorllt faty 1.0 be IQI tbilg till tnt l!nl yen. 
4. Ne.fecUty ltlflilg needs. 
5. WllldiDI' the- COII'SI iiCIIISu pluation rtqlftnwUII!Id specillldcltionll costs t'-1 
studlrlll wl be required to pay. 
B. Rllltllf Cllricl*ln dllngtt tllat wl rtUI from tlia proposllf edllliiL 
7. Dlllillf COlli far ~ling the new toll18, by qulltar. 0'1111' dll nut dna YIDI'I. IMWe 
faMy. IIIH, Wlorltary, ~ fdtia.IIC. 
8. Soll'ca fDI' ldlltlonll fisul riJOIRIIIIIIded to ~ dll t:a1111. 
9. Depwtma~tls) affected by the additioft. Attach IPIJfOYifllttlf tram till cbli' of the ._ 
lffiC'tld. 
APPROVALS 
Originltr. 
D8l)lrllllalt Clair. 
Dean: IAcldlnic Slnica initial whal da:kedl ( I 
01111 of Pnlfesskllll Stulial 61 eppiclillll: 
Dean of Grl*lltt Studias flf epp6cebfll: 
FSCCIStnltt Clllir 
Provost M epplic:tiiUII: 
)•t• FSCC Nolifilll: --------------
on. Oatt Forwarded to Catalog: ___________ _ 
COtlllr 
Tlia ~ .. Ill-btllf with till followilg t:OII'II(I): 
IL NEW CO!IlS£ DESijBIPT10NS 
Attldllnt.n.till,..... tlil fiii'IMt 
1. Pllfil 
2. ..... 
3. Tltll- c.illly lllfiCCIRtliy daalle till Ujlct 1111ttw tf till c.a. 
4. CrltiJ 
5 ..... kj,;. !:•- SliM ...... of specific Clllnll, nWinun ..... tf aecits. .... Ill' 
,.niai~LI'Ia.u.;. Ma .. IIIP'IIIIrilt• if: 
Ill c.tlit Ill* ...... Jlllded far uau il tile a1111t. 
lbl A~il•lf•....-.. 
lei A~ IIMIII_.., IIIII f...uity with tile t-...•f 
.......... _,. 
a. cu.~- 011at1e content not lllllhodaiDgr il..-y.fill (25) ..a ar 
flu. Jilt_., if ca. titllla AH-uplalatary. 
7. ~ ,,..._ ez[RIIIiM* ar rabltlilll: 
(I) flllltllll~·-· 
(bl 111r ,.,....... fir ct* ~ MjKt 1111ttar dfflrU 
........... cnriUI. 
lei s... A111141G. s...t ..... , .... aecit .... 
ldl ~wiiiiiiiL 
Slfllbn Dill 
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QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED BY DEPARTMENT CHAIRS WHEN REVIEWING NEW COURSE 
PROPOSAlS PRIOR TO SUBMITTING THEM. 
Rational: 
Title: 
Number: 
Credit: 
Description: 
Are there sound reasons for the additian? 
How many students wiD taka the CIIUia? 
Are all the costs identified? Approved by the department? Apprned by the dean? 
Is the course outUna complete? 
Are room needs and spacial materials identified? 
Should the course be first offered as a spacial topic? 
Does the course dup&cate or is it an infring1111811t on another department's 
offerings? Should it be cross-isted? 
How many instructors are capable of tlldaing this course? Situation if one ... vas? 
Which course(st might be delated to add this one? 
What areas of the departrra'lt need strangthening and how wl this addition 
that area and the others? 
Is the title descriptive and easily abbmiatld? 
Is the title used elsewhere in the catalog? 
Has a global search of the curricubJn '-' checked? 
If the course is cross~istad, are the titles. numbers, and descriptions identiCII? 
Does the number fit the intended laval? 
Has the number been used within the past two years? 
Does the number meet numbering policy with respect to type of course 
!workshop, content, introductory, etc.)? 
Does the credit coincide with the intent of the course and anticipated requirements? 
Is the description necessary or is the title self-explanatory? 
Are all prerequisites identified? 
Are all restrictions stipulated? 
Is the gramnar coll8Ct? 
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act IADAI 
Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skms, knowledge or abiitiasl which the 
course or program is designed to teach so that a detenniilation can be made of a student's ability (with or without 
accommodation! to perform the essential elements. 
.. 
\ 
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PlEASE nPE- THIS FORII Will H USED AI OFFICIALIOnFICAnDI FOil C110GES TO THE 01-UIE AID P'RIIttD CATALOG-
0.~--------------------------------- 0.•·----------------------------------------------loll tlil propoul1fllct f1R9M11 for the prlfllrllion of schoai!*IIMII? C Y11 C II 
111 ya, tlil propoJIIIIIISt bl 1'11111111 throlqltlw o ... of Prof~ Studies for milw by lhiiPPfllllfllt• Cent• Cor.iltal 
Brief Description of Propaul for Currictdlm Summery lag 11 0 wns or leu!: 
CDIIII II it lfiiiiii'S in the ...... Cltllog: 
Prelil: Nooar: Cndts: CantectHus: __ _ 
Title: -- -- --
0~ 
I. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE FOR DELEDONS OR CUANGES 
Allldl ilf11111111ion falllwilg tlis fCIIIIIII: 
1. Justificalian for the chlnge or delelian. 
2. DeplftlnWit(sl eHected by tlw dllllgl or delitian. Anech ~W~G¥alletter from the cbeir 
of dlpnnent effected. 
II. COURSE DELETION 
Attldl infCIIIIIIIion folllwina this fCIIIIIII: 
1. NIINIIr at students ~ IIW1IIed in lhl COinl. 
2. ~ an clllplrt"*lt Ioiii. 
3. R_. C11ricuUn chlnges thlt wil raUl from tlia proposlll dlletion. 
C C111.111 C111111 
CCowseO*till 
c Prlfil c NIINIIr c er.lts c rrdl c ~ 
EHKUN _________________ __ 
IlL COUB:jg CHANGE DESCRIPDONS 
A nidi c111ngas talowing 1IU flll'llllt 
1. Prtfil 
2. Nll'nblr 
3. Trdl- Concisllr IIIII eccwetlly descrill 1111 Ujlct 111111• of the CC11n1. 
4. Crllill 
5. ~~~ -State in tlnns of specific CGII1IS. nininun rum. of credits. U.S or 
pnissian. Pnnquisitu •• epprapriatl if: 
L C...- bait slllls ft nellllll for IUI:CISS in 1111 c.nL 
b. A CCIIIII ia- If I ......... 
c. A ta'tlillrnl of1111twity IIIII lemilrity witb 1111 ..... of till dsci!lh is 
nawry .. IIICCISI. 
6. Cowse D .... -llescrill c:antlllt not nthodalogy in twanty·fift (25) words or less. Not 
nawry if ca.~~ title is Jllf-eJI)IInltory. 
7. El_..... of odllr queific:atlonlor ruuictiDns: 
L Not to bl ~ed in lllljar. 
b. Mly be replltlll for Clllil (.._ Uject 1111ttor dfforsl 
It• 1 rum- ef Clllltsl. 
c. SINes AJI11t 480. Studlllts shll not riCiill Clllil for both. 
d. Gtede .. Ill SIU. 
This C:GUrllis I !DIIqlisitl for the followilg c:oc.se(s):. ___________________________ _ 
This c:owe is cioss lsted with the tolowing c:owselsl: ___________________________ _ 
APPROVALS SiFalln 
Originllor: 
DIPifUI*It Chlir: 
Dun: (Ac:adMic Sarvic:es initill when chec:kedl I I 
Dean of Protusianll Studiu Of app!ic:lblel: 
De111 of Grlclulte Studill til appicablet. 
FSCCISanete Cl* 
Provost fit eppliclblel: 
Date FSCC Notified:---------------
Off a 
Date Forwarded to Catllog: ________ _ 
.) 
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Date 
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.,_,.. ... 
QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED BY DEPARTMENT CHAIRS WHEN REVIEWING 
COURSE CHANGE PROPOSALS PRIOR TO SUBMITTING THEM 
New Title: 
New Number: 
Credit Change: 
New Description: 
If Deleting a Course: 
Is the title descriptive and easily abbreviated? 
Is the title used elsewhere in the catalog? 
Have you run a global search of the curriculum? 
If the course is cross-fisted, are the titles, numbers, and descriptions 
identical? 
Does the number fit the intended level? 
Does the number meet numbering policy with respect to type of 
course (workshop, content, introductory, etc.)? 
Has the number been used within the last two years? 
Does the credit coincide with the intent of the course and anticipated 
requirements? 
Is the description in 25 words or less? 
Is the description necessary or is the title self·explanatory? 
Are an prerequisites identified? 
Are all restrictions stipulated? 
Is the grammar correct? 
Are all programs affected identified? 
What effect will the deletion have on students? 
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With 
Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements 
(skills, knowledge or abilities) which the course or program is designed to teach so that a 
determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform 
the essential elements. 
·-AftPDIXC· 
COPY IOTIIIIDEI 
Trullllttll Foma .. 
CENTRAL WASHIIGTOI UNIVERSin 
') Propoal For .. 
. . 
( ) Warllshop 11 ( ) Speci1l Topic _II ( )Saminlr II ( ) Pnafasio111l Davelopn.rt 500 
IChlct • of tflllbcm llld iiiiiC8tt 1MG 
ORIGINATED OR SUBMITTED BY 
. 
DEPARTMENT DATI INillATED 
1. Course Pl'lfix & Nll'llblr Trtll Crldtl 
lilt lbbl'lviatad title for tr~ Li1i1ld to lightaeniJIICII. incUilg JIII'Cftlltion. 
------------------
2. Course Description I brilf - 25 word& or llut. 
3. If this course dup6cates or approxinltes 101111 other course now offend, Sl*ify lilY interdlpartmMtll agiNIMIL 
4. On the revarsa sidl of this fonn, providl a course guide inducf~ng topicll outlnl, course objlctivtl. blllogrlphy, IIIII nlklltion proc:aUa. 
5. Provide rationale for this course inc:Uiing shon term natul'l, anticipatlll cblnge to regular COUI1I, projlcted cllntl& Be apac:iflc. 
6. Describe arrangements which han been made to staff thl COUISI for thllritial offering. 
Instructor Rant 
Dates and rmas Anticipated Ellt1Jtn.tt 
7. Oucn'bt spacial facilities, materials and/or equipr!Wit illeds • 
• 
8. Evaluation: Letter Grade , Satisfactory/UnsatisfiCtory (SIU' . sm ;.tificltion for sru grading ~ 
APPROVAL IIGIATUIIE DATE 
Depannnt Chlit 
SchooUCollage Dun 
Graduate Stucf111 Dean 
Director of International Progr11111 
Provost 
--
- This COUFII is authorizlll thraufl quartlr, 11_. 
~ GSR:5/94 (Subrrit in Quadrup&cate) 
CQMPLU£ BmBSE SIDE 
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COURSE IUIDE .~ . . . -. ·~ 
.. _, -· 
AI cunicukrn ch111gt proposals n dmloped and in ~6IIICI with 1111 Anwicw Vfrth tlllbltill (ADAI Aa:orrmodativl Policy, departmlnts 11111t idan 
1111 uuntialelam.tts (skills. knowilltgl or lbilitllsl wtlich lhl couru or progrn Ia daignld ta.tuch so that 1 determination can be made of a student's 
abDity (with or without acconrnodationlto perform thleuanllll.-..u. 
TOPICAL OUTUNE OF CONTENT: 
COURSE OBJECTIVE(SI On terms of student outcornu~ 
BIBUOGRAPHY: 
EVALUATION PROCEDURES: 
·:SPECIAl COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 
_ _ Above material prepared by ______________ _ 
(use extra shllu if necassaryl 
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INDEX 
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